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CONCERNS OVER COUNSELING SERVICES:

Bard's Emergency Psychiatric Evaluation Policy
BY MICHAEL BE HABIB
Rumors abound about the procedures in place
ro help and protect Bard students with mental
illnesses or instabilities. According ro the
received wisdom regarding treatment of mental
health issues at Bard, rhe college's procedures
are necessary, benevolent, and up-to-date.
However, several students have shared grievances wirh the Observerregarding Bard's insistence on Emergency Psychiatric Evaluations.
Their stories highlight the possibility that a
procedure that is designed to prevent tragedy
and suicide may, if used in the absence of an
emergency, have educational, emotional, and
financial consequences.
The Observer interviewed four
aggrieved students, all of whom were sent by
Bard to Benedictine Hospital in Kingston for
emergency psychiatric evaluations. Only three
of those students, however, agreed to be featured in this article. Those students are Jordan,
Cathy, and Marty, whose names have been
changed at their request. They allege that they
were ill-treated before, during, and after their
hospital visits. While their stories cannot be
corroborated due to complex issues of confidentiality, the accounts are consistent with each
other, and with Bard's procedures. Cathy is a
senior who was sent home for a year following
a hospital trip at the start of her sophomore
year. Jordan, a junior, returned to Bard after a
hospital trip last fall and is currently seeking a
redress of her grievances without legal council.
Marty's testimony only appears anecdotally in
the article.
While Jordan, who chose to go to
counseling on her own, has had some trauma in
her past, and the counselor understandably suspected Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, she
couldn't understand how her counselor concluded rhat she was in imminent danger and in
need of an immediate hospital evaluation after
just one consultation. Jordan admits that, upon
learning the counselor wanted to have her sent
to Benedictine Hospital, she probably was not
calm enough to fully comprehend her counselor's reasoning or to point out errors of judgment.
According to social
worker and Director
of
Counseling Beveraly Bellinger
it is only in severe cases, in
which a student is deemed to
be in serious danger, that the
social workers must compel a
student to seek immediate
outside help. In fact, the
school has three psychiatrists
o~ call, in addition to the three social workers
on-staff, who visit Bard several times a week
and are often available to see students when the
social workers can't handle cases. However, if
those psychiatrists are unavailable the only
options are to either send the student home or
to Benedictine Hospital in Kingston for an
emergency psychiatric evaluation.
Ms.
Bellinger is very familiar with that procedure.
"When a therapist sees a student
whom he or she thinks may be at risk, one of
the first things they will do is contact another
one of the therapists on staff so two people are
involved. Two clinicians are always involved to
make sure we have objectivity," explains
Bellinger.
Only now, after her ordeal, can Jordan
calmly explain and understand how it was that
she ended up having two counselors sign off on
her hospital evaluation. ot everything Jordan
shared with the Observercan be printed due to
its sensitive nature. However, the gist of
Jordan's assertion is that the approximately
forty minute consultation she had at counseling
amounted to a slew of simple misunderstandings and incorrect inferences. For example,
Jordan says she couldn't get her counselor to
stop confusing a bloody automobile accident
she witnessed over the summer with a knee
injury from a fall she rook at a Bard party earlier that week.
"The fact that at The Early ineties
Party I had injured my leg and I referred to that
as an 'accident,' but I had also referred to 'the
accident' involving the automobile, so she confused the two, she kept on saying 'what car
where you in?' She didn't understand," explains
Jordan. She also remembers mistakenly injecting a good deal of early morning sarcasm into
her discussion. She says, "It was really early, I

had just woken up, that was one of my more
sarcastic days." Repeated questions from the
counselor about hearing voices resulted in
Jordan caustically responding, "I hear you so I
guess I'm not deaf." In response to the stock
questions about eating and sleeping Jordan says
she factually explained that she has a pituitary
tumor, called Hashimoto's disease, which interferes with her eating habits and that because of
her leg injury she was having trouble climbing
into her bed, which she had raised to bunk-bed
height to make extra room in her single, and so
• she was sleeping in her big comfy chair. Only
later, Jordan claims, did she comprehend that
her counselor misinterpreted her words, determining that she had been suffering from sleep
deprivation, not eating, and in danger of inflicting self-injury.
While Ms. Bellinger maintains that
having a second counselor's opinion ensures
objectivity,Jordan claims that, in her case, it was
quite the opposite. Jordan believes that the second counselor's review of the first counselor's
findings only exacerbated the misunderstanding
by passing on the initial miscommunications.
She says she met that second counselor only
after the first one informed her that Bard
wished to have her sent to the hospital.
Jordan claims, "All the incorrect
assumptions that [the first counselor's name]
had made had been passed on to [the second
counselor's name]," and explains that, "she [the
second counselor] kept on messing things up in
our conversation, she was like, 'Okay so when
this accident happened in the street, how did
your leg get hurt,' and I was like,' o, it was two
separate incidents, one was one week, one was
four weeks later." Of the second counselor
Jordan says, "She didn't hear the initial story,
she just saw me in a very upset state and had
probably listened to what the first counselor
had told her about me."
As per Bard's procedures, the counselors informed her that the only alternative
was for her parents to pick her up immediately,
take her home, and find a counselor for her to

patient, it's out-patient, can't you just bill as if it pot, I hate drugs, and they refused to answer
were a consultation,' and no, they can't," she when I asked 'What are you testing me for?' •
says. Ms. Stawinski also says that Bard would
The four other students also report that the
like its provider to cover in-patient mental
hospital was not forthc ming in revealing the
health care bur that would increase their preminature of their blood rests.
ums and higher premiums for the college would
According to Jordan and her mother
mean higher tuition for students. he laments Jordan was released late that evening. Her parthat ew York State does not have a mental
ents picked her up, and they went back to Bard
health parity law, which would require that all to figure out what to do. By that point, Jordan
health insurance companies treat mental health
says, "I was emotionally crushed ...! had just
the same as they do physical health.
been stripped of my identity, stripped of my
According to Ms. Bellinger, the hosrights as a human being. I had been, I was, an
pital goes through a special emergency room
animal, and they lied to me and manipulated
check-in procedure for psychiatric emergencies.
me, they did all this shit to me." Jordan reports
The patient's vital signs are checked immedithat, through her parents, she learned that the
ately upon arrival and then they get a physical Dean's office had relayed several of counseling's
exam that includes a blood and urine sample. alleged misunderstandings - Jordan calls them
Bellinger explains that the blood test can take "lies" - to her parents. The Dean's office told
up to seven hours because the hospital screens her parents that she wasn't eating and that she
for drugs. The patient is seen by a psychiatric was depriving herself of sleep. While Jordan's
social worker who telephones the hospital's
story cannot be;corroborated, it so happens that
psychiatrist on call and reviews the information
the Observerhas seen the room Jordan lived in
to come up with a treatment recommendation.
at the time and it indeed had a large chair and
Patients must remove their clothes, put on a a bunk-bed height bed. In addition she does
hospital gown, and have their belongings conhave Hashimoto's disease and it does disturb
fiscated for safety reasons. As of two years ago her eating habits. In the end, on the recomBard students are always sent via ambulance mendation of the social workers at Benedictine
because of the legal issues that could arise from Hospital, Bard allowed Jordan to return to camusing other vehicles - Bellinger reports that
pus and resume her studies, though Bard did
they started using ambulances after students
ask her to obtain further counseling.
tried to exit private vehicles on the way to the
Marry reports that in his case the
hospital Because of the legal issues involved, consequences of miscommunications originatthe Dean of Student's Office must always con- ing from Counseling Services were severe. He
sent to hospital evaluations. They get a limited
says that a social worker at Benedictine
overview of why counseling is sendi_nga student
Hospital accused him of misrepresenting his
and then they are the office, in most cases, that
story after consulting with a Bard counselor.
calls the student's parents.
"She [the hospital social worker)
Marty alleges that, despite only reports to me my dreams that I had told [a Bard
resisting verbally, he was strapped down inside counselor], fthe Bard counselor] had called the
the ambulance and remained immobilized until
psych social worker and told her that those were
he was deposited alone in a hospital room.
things I had experienced during waking hours There, he claims, he was unnecessarily subjectthat I had hallucinated these things. So now
ed to a forced full cavity search before going
not only does the psych social worker who of
course believes [the Bard counselor) over me,
through the hospital admittance procedure. He
also says his blood and urine were taken before not only does she think that I'm hallucinating,
she thinks I'm lying to her," explains the stuhe was even given the opportunity to sign himdent. He alleges that those misconstrued
self in.
details were passed along to his parents, and it
This procedure, which
made convincing them of the mistake difficult.
seems to befall several Bard
He says, "There is a difference between dreams
students a year, is not outand hallucinations but apparently [ the Bard
lined in the forms that
Counseling Services sends counselor] isn't capable of understanding rhat."
He also believes that the misunderstanding
out to first time visitors. The
only reference made to influenced the hospital's recommendation that
Benedictine Hospital reads, he be kept overnight for observation.
According to Beveraly Bellinger,
"Emergency
psychiatric
services are available 24 there is a test for hallucinations and the hospihours/day at Benedictine Hospital(334-3094)
tal can determine whether a patient is halluciin Kingston."
nating. Bellinger also corrects Marty's use of
the word "lying," saying that mental health proAll four of the interviewed students
report that the procedure was not accurately fessionals don't think in those terms but instead
described to them before going to the hospital.
might see such an inconsistency as a symptom.
Beveraly Bellinger maintains that her staff She explains that counselors only share their
always describes the evaluation process before a findings with the hospital after a psychiatric
social worker has made a preliminary evaluastudent leaves for the hospital and believes that
tion. She also asserts that Bard's counseling
the four students were probably either too upset
or too distraught to remember getting a service must share information with the hospidescription. Still, after being made aware of the tal because stud en ts often change their stories
four students' claims, counseling has decided between being evaluated at Bard and going to
the hospital.
that, starting next semester, they will give stuUnlike Jordan, Cathy was not
dents leaving for the hospital a written explanareleased. She was committed following a simition of hospital procedures.
Jordan's mother says she spoke to the lar hospital evaluation. According to Ms.
counselor on the phone and that, "Never once Bellinger, the hospital rarely commits Bard studid they mention the ambulance [and] the dents and, "The only way it can be involuntary
$560-something bill. [I] never knew blood
is if that person is really seriously psychotic or
would be taken, or [about] the hospital gown." in some form really dangerous." She notes rhat
Jordan's mother, who thought Jordan was being when it is done, two psychiatrists are always
taken to the hospital to see a psychiatrist, is also involved and the student is given due process,
upset that she was billed for over two thousand
including a legal representative from the ew
dollars even though Jordan never saw a mental York Mental Hygiene Legal Service. Cathy,
however, was committed voluntarily and
health doctor.
At the hospital Jordan was not a believes she was misled by the hospital and by
happy camper. She says, "Occasionally they the school. Both, she claims, pressed for her
would deal with me like a sane person but most commitment and did not adequately inform her
of the time they were treating me like a four of her rights.
Cathy had an approximately forty
year old." Jordan says that, because of advice
given by the paramedics in her ambulance she minute long, mandated consultation one mornskillfully made sure to neither cry nor get angry. ing at the end of which she was asked to return
She feels that, "You had to basically act in this that afternoon for another meeting. Upon her
cookie cutter way in order to make sure that you return she was informed that the counselor
would be released and not forced to stay there wanted to send her to Benedictine Hospital in
overnight." She is especially upset that the Kingston for a psychiatric evaluation. Cathy
has declined to let the Observerprint the derails
nurses wouldn't tell her why they were testing
her blood and sarcastically recounts, "I have to as to why she was sent to the hospital because
be the only Bard student who didn't test posi- they would clearly reveal her identity.
tive for any drugs, not one, not even pot. I hate

Only later,Jordan claims,did she comprehend
that her counselormisinterpretedher words,
determining that she had beensuffering/ram
sleepdeprivation, not eating, and in danger
of inflicting self-injury.
see at home. Jordan, who already sees a lot of
doctors because of her various health problems,
was concerned both about the money and about
the prospect of missing classes.
"Thar would have required my parents to miss work, come up, [and] find me a
doctor. That is going to be multiple days. I'm
going to miss more days and I'm a transfer student. I have to keep up my GPA, I'm a scholarship student," says Jordan. When she called
home her mother who also spoke with the
Observer,agreed that, pragmatically and financially speaking, the best option was for Jordon
to take the ambulance to Benedictine Hospital.
Jordan says her mother thought it
best that she "play along." Jordan explains, "I
honestly was ready to run away from health
center, but the only reason I didn't was because
they threatened me with security and cops, and
whatnot, and said that look Bard insurance covers it all. Bard insurance, they kept on saying
Bard insurance, because I was really concerned
about the money, because I already go to the
hospital a lot," says Jordan.
Micki Strawinski, the administrative
assistant at Health Services who handles all
health insurance issues, explains that Bard
insurance does not cover any sort of in-patient
mental health care. Bard's provider is the
Markel Insurance Company, whose coverage is
purely supplemental for students who have
other primary insurance. It does cover a limited number of outpatient mental health consultations to students with no other insurance.
However, hospital visits, even if only for emergency psychiatric evaluations, are considered inpatient and are not covered. She explains that
they have tried to get Markel to pay for psychiatric hospital evaluations. "We have tried to get
around that by saying, Well, it's really not in-
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Like Jordan, however, Cathy was not
sent for having suicidal tendencies. As she
understood it she too thought that was going to
talk to a psychiatrist on staff at the hospital and
decided not to object to the counselor's recommendation. She was a little taken aback by the
appearance of an ambulance, but because she
didn't have a car she didn't give it too much
thought.
Cathy, like all four of the interviewed
students, claims that the procedure was never
outlined to her. "I envisioned this really nice
office with big· glass windows and I imagined
just going in there and just having some guy sitting behind a wooden desk with a little pen,"
says Cathy. "l was really stupid, just totally
trusting, I did not suspect anything was wrong,
it never occurred to me, until they took my
clothes and I sat in the emergency room with a
brown paper bag holding my clothes," she
explains.
Perhaps because Cathy's case was
deemed more serious than Jordan's, Cathy says
she met with a psychiatrist at the hospital who
put her on the anti-psychotic Seroquel for possible schiwphrenia. ''I'm one of those people
who, when the doctor gives me a prescription
and says, Take this it will make you better' I say
OK," says Cathy. She believes that the schizophrenia diagnosis came from an answer she
mistakenly gave during a short consultation she
had with a hospital psychiatrist to a question
about hearing voices and from testimony given
by a counselor from Bard. Cathy explains, "Of
course you never say 'Yeah, I hear voices,' but I
said, 'Well, you know, I'm a writer, and when I
write it is sort of like I'm tuning into a conversation that is happening within my head." She
was told that she would be checked into the
hospital so that she could be stabilized on
Seroquel, which often has serious side effects.
"They told me that they were going to check
me into the hospital and keep me th.ere for one
or two days while they started me on anti-psychotic drugs."
Cathy said she feels she was misled
about her committment. "They told me it was a
voluntary commitment and that they were
going to have me sign a form, and I said, 'What
if I don't sign this because I don't want to be
committed?' and they said, Well, if you don't
sign that, things will be a lot harder for you,'"
she explains. Cathy says it was made clear to
her .that should she refuse to sign herself in the
hospital, with the blessing of Bard's counseling
service, might attempt to commit her involuntarily and put her in a locked ward. When a student is sent to the hospital the schools sends an administrator and a
counselor along. "The administrator on-call is
going to provide legal assistance, to make sure
the student's rights are protected, to deal with
talking to family in case there are any deci.sions
that need to be made, we go as a support to the
student, to hold their hand through the
process," she says.
"Stupid me," says Cathy. "I signed it."
According to Cathy, nobody, neither th~ counselor nor the administrator who had been
assigned by Bard to help protect Cathy's rights,
informed her that, if she were to object, the hospital could not involuntarily commit her without due process. That due process might have,
at the very least, included an attorney from the
Mental Hygiene Legal Service. In addition,

It should be noted

discontinued the use of her medication at the
suggestion of a psychiatrist she saw at home.
She reports that much of the time with her offcampus therapist was spent getting over the
trauma of having been misdiagnosed.. To this
day she regrets that Seroquel was so hastily prescribed to her by a hospital she wishes she had
never been sent to. Of her time on the medication she says, "I felt like it was chewing my
soul."
At the time of her hospital admission
she distinctly remembers telling the counselor,
"Please don't call my parents, let me call my
parents because my mother has a tendency to
overreact." Cathy says she was told she would
be able to call home herself.
The psychiatric principle of
The Law of No Surprises, which governs disclosures of confidential information, advises that, whenever possible, patients should be part of the disclosure process up to and including
letting the patient make the initial disclosure. In Cathy's case, despite that
principle and despite the assurances
she got her request was not honored.
lo fact, according to Bard's procedures
her parents had to be called the
minute she left for the hospital. At
the time, of course, Cathy didn't realize the gravity of the situation and did
not think to ask to call home. When
she called her parents from the hospital she discovered that, "Sure enough,
wouldn't you know, [name withheld]
left a message on my answering
machine saying, 'Mr. And Mrs. X, this is [name
withheld] from Bard college I need you to call
me back immediately regarding your daughter,
thanks, bye." Cathy's mother, who also spoke to
the Observer,claims that, upon calling back, "In
that first phone conversation [an administr-ator]
was making dark allusions to schizophrenia
manifesting itself at nineteen or twenty." SJe
says, "To be branded schizophrenic within
hours of thinking you were going to a counselor
... that was shocking and horrible."
Cathy reports that her treatment
team, which included a psychiatrist, eventually
decided that she wasn't schizophrenic, but
instead mildly dissociative. She doesn't know if
that psychiatrist was correct though she is pretty sure that she isn't mildly dissociative today.
What she does know, and what her mother corroborates, is that the doctor at the hospital recommended that she return to school. Cathy
says that he suggested Bard give her a single
room and regular counseling and that Cathy
keep taking the Seroquel. Cathy says that
nobody at the hospital thought she was in clanger, or a danger to others. According to the
story Bard ·however, decided that Cathy was
unfit to return to school. Cathy and her mother claim that throughout her hospital-stay the
school maintained that they thought she could
be schizophrenic. Cathy says, "It's like these
two totally- conflicting stories, there is the
school's story and then the hospital's story, and
the school is dead set on me being schizophrenic."
When her father picked her up from
the hospital, he spoke to the hospital psychiatrist to make sure it was his expressed recommendation that Cathy return to Bard. Cathy
and her father then drove straight to Bard's

tions, which she believes were false, the counselor told her that she was unfit to do so
bei;ause of her diagnosis as mildly dissociative.
"How do you combat that?" she asks.
Cathy reports that she kept taking
her medication longer than she would have
liked because Bard specifically asked her to do
so. She says, "They sent me home with like this ·
list of things to do which was that I had to stay
on my medication, I had to seek psychiatric care
and go to a certain number of counseling sessions each week, and I forget what else I had to
do, but those are the two.main things."
According to Cathy and her mother,
Bard felt she needed to stay home for an addi-

a grade of P, for pass, in one of her classes
because the administration worked with the
professor to let her complete her work.
Understandably, the specter of suicide
and self-injury are ever-present in the minds of
Bard's counselors and administrators. Suicide is
a big fear for both Bellinger and Cannan. It is,
after all, the second biggest killer of college students. "Every time I hear an ambulance go by I
wonder," says Cannan, who believes there have
been several suicides during her ten-year tenure
at Bard. She can confirm only one because
there have been several deaths in which the circumstances were not made explicitly clear to
the college. Of those other deaths she says, "I
don't want to not count them
and have people think that I'm
not counting them." She estimates that, "Of those people
there were maybe two other ones
where
circumstances
were
unclear."
In response to the notion
that proactive measures may get
taken against a student who
doesn't need them Dean Cannan
points out, "Because we haven't
had any tragedies I think people
get riled up about it, but you
don't want to have a very bad end
result." As for the hospital evaluation procedure she explains "If
we don't get them to see someone for a second opinion we
could potentially be putting a
person at risk.
Cannan also
tional semester. Cathy's mother feels that was rhetorically asks, "Where would you be lflOre
unfair because, "The two doctors here, the psy- comfortable going to school, [somewhere
chiatrist and the psychologist, wrote letters where] somebody were to make a suici.dalgesattesting that she was fine." She also says, "I do ture and the college did nothing about it? If it
think that if we had shown up with a lawyer was your good friend., where would you want to
they would have surely backed down," and be at school?"
Jordan, whose story continues upon
explains, "We should have sued but she [Cathy)
was afraid she could never go back to Bard if we her return to Bard that day after her hospital
evaluation, is unique in that she took it upon
sued." Of the administration she says, "They
herself to challenge tile school. Upset about her
were really unreasonable and scary to deal with,
treatment, she intended to extract an apology
from a parent's perspective."
In cases like Cathy's and Jordan's from the school. She had no intention of seekBard's pr-oceduresare based on the wisdom of a ing further counseling, which the school wantsuccessful, well-known set of procedures devel- ed her to do, or submitting to any of the
school's recommendations until the school
oped at the University of Illinois at Urbanaunderstood her grievances.
Champaign. Illinois has a written "suicide polHaving been assigned to meet reguicy" that specifies that any symptom, utterance,
or incident with suicidal intent, if reported to larly with a member of the Dean's office who
happened to have been the dean on call at the
the school, results in at least four mandated
time
of her hospital evaluation Jordan believed
counseling sessions. Though neither Cathy nor
Jordan was thought to be suicidal their cases are that the school was listening to her grievances.
relevant to the Illinois wisdom because Bard's Erin Cannan now advises that any student with
policy is also to follow up whenever a student a grievance against counseling or the evaluation
shows any indication of self-harm or presents a process go directly to her. However, Jordan
danger to others. Unlike Illinois', however, reports that the lower level dean never
Bard's policy is more flexible and is largely e.xplained that her superior, Dean Cannan, was
unwritten. Dean of Students Erin Cannan sees the person Jordan should speak to regarding
grievances. As a transfer student, Jordan didn't
that flexibility, which lets the administrators
know the ropes. She says she only realized she
deal with each case individually, as a strength.
· "I like the flexibility of being able to wasn't making any headway when she received
work with a student on an individual level," says a letter from the dean that expressed the
school's concern for her mental health, but did
Cannan. Of her own ability to aid troubled students she says, "You live with the stigma of an not address Jordan's distress.over her claim that
office, but at the heart ofit I'm not bureaucrat." she was taken to the hospital in error. As
Of other school's simplistic, often zero toler- Jordan says, "1 had to go on my own to meet
ance, policies, she says, "That's just not how we with somebody else."
While Jordan's family did not think
do it here, I think [ours] is a kind way oflookthat
relatively
short, if forced, hospital-stay waring at things, but it's hard when you're the perranted
filing
a
lawsuit, receiving a several thouson in the ·situation, I understand that." She
sand-dollar bill for her ambulance trip and hospital evaluation irritated Jordan to no end.
Jordan refused to pay the bill on principle. She
explains, "It could have been a bill for five dollars and I'd still be pissed about the fact that I
spent five dollars without an official apology."
As for the assurances she claims to have been
given about Bard insurance, "The fact of the
matter is that we shouldn't pay,we were told we
didn't have to." Without a lawyer she took
0
matters into her own hands, "I called all the colo:::po:~~::
lection
agencies individually and told them to
seling center, unlike many
start
sending
the collection notices to Bard
others, has no limit on the number of visits
troubled students can have. For example, College, Dean of Students." Jordan's mother
according to The WashingtonSquareNews, New says, "There is no reason to make us pay for all
York University's counseling center limits stu- those extraneous tests" - referring to the fees for
the blood and urine tests she never knew Jordan
dents to twelve visits per problem.
was
getting.
"We see students sometimes three
"They're still making me tlo work.
times a week here in counseling just to keep
them in school,just to make sure they're okay," They're still putting the burden of their fuck up
says Bellinger. Unlike in the past, "cutters" and on me," Jordan says. "I still have an outpatient
kids with eating disorders are maintained as form that says, diagnoses ruled out: Post
students as long as it is physically safe for them Traumatic Stress Disorder. But now, as a result
to stay. Both Bellinger and Cannan note that, of this, if there is anytime for me to actually be
in the event a student must be sent home they admitted as a result of stress it is now because
work with faculty to try to let students complete I'm dealing with all the bullshit that the school
as many classes as possible from home. In is putting down on a scattered platter for me,"
Ct)Tltinued
onpage six
Cathy's story, she was able to complete and earn she says mockingly.
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both the hospital and a Bard
counselor to defend his wish that he get
released and not admitted to the hospital for
observation. He says he is indebted to that
administrator, though he believes she may have
ooly defended his interests because she knew
him.
Bellinger explains that there are
always representatives from the New York
Mental Hygiene Legal Service making rounds
in psychiatric emergency rooms, asking if anyone needs help. Cathy, Marty, and Jordon,
however, remember nothing of the sort.
After nvo years and off-campus
counseling Cathy knows she isn't schizophrenic. "I'm eccentric, I'll admit to being
eccentric, but I'm not schizophrenic." Cathy

Dean of Students Office. At the Dean's Office
Cathy says, "They told us to come back at one
o'clock, and when we did, they conveniently
had [a Bard counselor] there."
The counselor, Cathy says, claimed
Cathy was unfit to return to Bard. Cathy
asserts that during that meeting the deans
repeatedly relied on the counselor's testimony
despite the fact that the hospital psychiatrist
thought she should return to school. Cathy
laments, "He [the psychiatrist at the hospital]
was a doctor whereas [Bard counselors whose
names have been withheld], weren't and so really if anybody knew about my condition it was
he." Cathy also claims that when she tried to
contest some of the counselor's factual asser-
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The Columbia Controversy: Key Participants Speak Out
BY LOUIS GODFREY
EW YORK - Columbia University is the
pride of ew York City's university establishment, the city's representative in the Ivy League
club. Its brown stone campus just below
Harlem is one of the most storied in American
academia, a place that speaks to the high minded idealism commonly associated with university life.
But recently, Columbia has found
itself at the heart of a heated battle over the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and how it will be
taught at schools across the country. At stake
are questions of academic freedom, intellectual
responsibility, and the rights of professors and
students in the classroom. On one side, there
are accusations of irresponsible scholarship and
the creation of a hostile learning environment.
The other side sees such accusations as part of
an ideologically-motivated witch hunt, and
expresses strong concerns about outside elements meddling in classroom affairs. Over all,
the University finds itself bitterly divided over a
conflict a world away.
"I first heard about the incidents as a
writer for the [Columbia] Spectator,"says Ariel
Beery, the University's General Studies Student
Body President. "Just student after student
shared stories of these intense classroom
encounters with professors. That's when it
became clear to me there was a real problem
going on."
Mr. Beery is one of the students
prominently featured in Columbia Unbecoming,
a 40-minute documentary featuring testimony
from fourtee_n present and former Columbia
students who describe feelings of intimidation,
and an overwhelming anti-Israel bias within
the school's Department of Middle East and
Asian Languages and Cultures department
(known as MEALAC).

ken defender of the faculty, calling the intrusion
of groups like the David Project and Campus
Watch into Columbia's classrooms a very real
danger to intellectual discourse. "It is shocking
that these groups are monitoring classes, looking for any resemblance of improprieties that
they can exploit to advance their agenda. It is a
grave threat to academic freedom."
Upon numerous screenings around
New York City, Columbia Unbecomingsparked
off a fire storm of controversy within the local
media, in large part because the film goes so far
as to single out professors within MEALAC,
presenting a direct challenge to the administration to take action against what they see as
institutionalized anti-Semitism.
Most prominent among the named
professors is Joseph Massad, a distinguished
scholar of modern Arab politics. By all accounts, his introductory course on Middle
Eastern politics is highly popular among the student body.
Through his writings, he has
acquired the reputation of
being a sharp critic of Israeli
policy towards the Palestinian
people.
Although Prof.
Massad has never denied his
Palestinian sympathies, it has
never led to issue being taken with his professional conduct. Until now.
In response to the charges presented
in Columbia Unbecoming,the school convened
an ad hoc grievance committee, composed of
professors from various departments, to investigate the allegations. The committee heard testimony from students and professors on both
sides of the issue, with the ultimate goal of reconciling the grievance process that had been
compromised in the wake of the scandal.
Of those allegations against Prof.
Massad, the two most widely disseminated
involve his demand that a student leave his class
for "denying Israeli atrocities" after she inquired
if Israel provided advanced warning of missile
strikes. The second incident took place at a
school-wide lecture when Prof. Massad supposedly asked a former Israeli soldier "how many
Palestinians he had killed."
Although the ad hoc committee
found some credible evidence of these two
instances taking place, it is still subject to contradictory testimony and muddled recollections. As serious as these allegations are for
both parties, it appears that any hope of bringing them to a palpable resolution is lost.
Many students, however, feel that
these two alleged incidents are merely extreme
examples of a much more pervasive trend within the department, and within Columbia as a
whole.
"In Professor Massad's class, I never
felt as though I was explicitly harassed, but I do
Distinguished ColumbiaProf Eric Foner feel as though I was subject to bad teaching,"
says Bari Weiss, a former student of Massad's.
"I think that it is possible that a small "In class I asked if he could explain the reasonnumber of students may .have experienced some ing behind his equating Zionism to Europeanevent that made them feel uncomfortable," says style colonialism, which he sort of condescendEric Foner, the Dewitt Clinton Professor of ingly dismissed. After class, a few other stuHistory at Columbia. "But what quickly hapdents told me how uncomfortable the whole
pened was that these outside groups have exchange had made them feel, as though he was
hijacked these grievances, and turned it into a completely unwilling to be challenged on that
full-scale assault on teaching.~
point."
One of these outside groups Prof.
In the wake of the current scand_al,
Foner is referring to is the David Project, an Ms. Weiss and others formed Columbians for
emphatically pro-Israel organization based in Academic Freedom, a group that promotes
Boston, and the producers of Columbia "responsible" scholarship within the classroom.
Unbecoming. It is one of a growing number of "There is a difference between freedom of
organizations, such as Campus Watch, that
speech, and academic freedom," says Ms. Weiss.
"Academic scholarship should be held to a
monitor Middle Eastern Studies programs
across the country for biases in how regional higher standard. Joseph Massad pawning prop- •
aganda off as scholarship is intellectually irrepolitics arc presented in the classroom.
sponsible."
Professor Foner has been an outspo-

"It is not intellectually irresponsible,
or anti-Semitic to criticize the Government of
Israel," asserts Prof. Foner. "Mixing up policy
questions with anti-Semitism is polemic and
wrong-headed. The debate is about governmental policies, not discrimination against the
Jewish people."
The ad hoc committee's final report,
released on March 28th, 2005, did not find any
sustainable evidence of widespread discrimination within MEALAC. Furthermore it did lay
much of the blame for the breakdown in the
grievance process on external organizations, and
criticizes such organizations for targeting specific professors. It then goes on to admonish
professors for improper conduct, finding evidence to conclude that there was an abnormally hostile attitude within the classroom.

ductQry/survey course, has the responsibility to
provide an intellectual frame work for both
sides of an argument," says Ms. Weiss.
"Large classes - especially those at the
introductory level - must exercise discipline,"
contests Prof. Foner. "As a scholar, it is not my
job to give balance to each point of view. Just
because an argument can be made does not
mean it deserves equal time in the classroom."
Beyond concerns of how individual
teachers conduct their classes lies a broader
concern about "group think" among professors
in certain departments. The charge of favoring
professors with common political leanings in
hiring and tenure practices, as well as of promoting ideology within the curriculum, is not
uncommon on campuses.
Hegemony in
departments, as its critics see it, is a serious
impediment to student education.
"Ideologically motivated
arguments have become the
norm of the academy," says Mr.
Beery. "Departments favor professors who endorse intellectual fads, which ultimately
diminishes the student's ability
to develop into the fountainheads of academic thought.•
Professor Foner, who has
headed hiring and tenure committees for the
Columbia history department, flatly rejects this
notion. "The departments within the university respect good scholarship. End of story. The
notion that we seek professors based on ideology or politics is completely ridiculous. ot only
is it irrelevant, it would be the height of inappropriateness to even inquire about a potential
teacher's political leaning. Furthermore, of
course certain academic spheres are more prevalent in some departments than others, do you
think the business school has many Marxist
professors in it?"
Despite the assurances of academic
review and impartiality on the part of the
Columbia faculty, some students still feel as
though the University is plagued by a lack of
intellectual openness. Bari Weiss sees this as a
highly hypocritical aspect of an academic environment that places so much emphasis on tolerance. "At Columbia there is so much talk
about diversity - the need for racial diversity
and economic diversity in the school - all of
which are good things. But what seems to have
been lost is the diversity of ideas."
"Dissonance is key in any classroom,"
adds Mr. Beery. "Arguments should be taken on
merit alone, and those involved in the debate do
a great disservice when they do not remove
their personal feelings fr_omthe conversation."
Prof. Foner maintains that dissent is
still very much welcome in Columbia's classrooms, but that outside groups seeking to dictate how professors teach are not.
"In the past, dangers to academic
freedom have come from the government or
the administration. But now it is corning from
these external groups, using students as conduits to push their agendas. This is just such a
disturbing development, and it is so dangerous
to free discussion in the classroom," he said.
The
controversy
surrounding
MEALAC and Professor Massad shows no
signs of abating. The Columbia administration
stands behind the ad hoc committee's report,
and as of yet has made no moves to fire Joseph
Massad or any other professor. On the other
side, student activism against alleged academic
improprieties continues to grow. Ultimately the
incidents that sparked this controversy will
remain unresolved. As for the debate over academic freedom and classroom responsibility,
only time will tell what changes it will beget in
Columbia's future.

"In the past, dangers to academic freed om have come from the government or
the administration. But now it is coming
from these external groups, using students as conduits to push their agendas."
The ambiguous tone of the report has
failed to quell the tensions on either side.
Although he declined to be interviewed, Prof.
Massad issued a public statement calling the
committee "illegitimate," and saying that, "It
suffers from major logical flaws, undefended
conclusions, inconsistencies, and clear biases in
favor of the witch hunt that has targeted me."
The students involved also remain unsatisfied
by the committee's report. They feel that by
branding their complaints strictly as charges of
anti-Semitism, the committee effectively sidestepped the larger issue of responsibility in academic discourse.
"The real problem has not been properly addressed [by the ad hoc committee]," says
Mr. Beery, saying that the panel has used politics as a shield against larger questions about
problems within academia. "What we are seeing at Columbia really has very little to with
anti-Semitism. The right of Joseph Massad to
hold views that may be disturbing to many of us
is not being challenged. It has everything to do
with what are a student's rights in a classroom.
What is most disturbing about this brand of
pedagogy is the use of politics to cover up shoddy scholarship."
But on such contentious and emotionally charged issues as the Middle East conflict, reaching a consensus on what is and is not
legitimate scholarship is no easy task. What
one sees as reasoned limits of discourse may be
seen by others an unacceptable slander.
Prof. Foner sees these feelings of
assault as a common misconception among
many Columbia students, stemming from their
insular, and in this case, pro-Israeli, backgrounds. "You have many Jewish students who
come to Columbia from religious schools and
communities, and who have never been exposed
to views that conflict with their own. And
sometimes when this happens, they view it as
an attack on their identity. But being exposed
to contradictory ideas does not constitute
harassment."
At universities such as Columbia,
large introductory-level classes are more often
than not an undergraduate student's first experience with higher education. The question
arises in these situations, what are responsible
pedagogical methods of challenging a student's
preconceived notions, versus their right to feel
comfortable in the classroom environment?
"A professor, especially in an intro-

Bard Student Elected President of College Dems of New York
BYLE
On Sunday, April 17, Bard's own Ethan Porter,
sophomore and founder of Bard's chapter of the
College Democrats of ew York, won a close
election to become that organization's
statewide President. The election was held at
CUNY Baruch.
Porter defeated Brian Switzer, of
Baruch, and Justin Martin, of SUNY Buffalo,
for the position. Porter won one vote over 50%

of the electorate, thus gaining a majority and
avoiding a run-off between him and Martin.
Bard students made a strong showing
at the event, topping all other schools in terms
of attendance. After Bard, Cornc;ll and
Columbia were the best-represented schools.
As president of CDNY, Porter heads
the country's largest College Democrat organization, which consists of over 3,000 members.

Porter
JOrns Cornell's
Steve
Grossman, Upstate Vice-President, and St.
John's Rich Masana, Downstate VicePresident, as the new top brass of CDNY.
Asked what he plans to do as
President of CDNY, Porter said, "I'd like to
transform the organization into a strong advocate for student and Democratic interests in the
state, as well as make it a political powerhouse
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that commands respect on a national level. I
plan to achieve the latter by mobilizing students
in state and bussing them out of state to wherever a Democrat is on the attack or under
siege."
Currently, Porter is Communications
Director for CDNY. His Presidency goes into
effect on July 1, 2005.
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Bard's Own Im rovTrou e to Give First Performance
BY ZARNI
HTUN
Last Monday I had the privilege of attending a
late night rehearsal of Flash Monster, Bard's
very own long-form improv troupe, formed last
October by Rachel Schragis and Greg Fox.
Flash 1onster, made up of ten vivacious, quickthinking and funny freshmen, does mostly
long-form games in which scenes may be connected. They generally take a prompt from the
audience and work on that for about 30 to 45
minutes.
On the subject of the improv experi-

Schragzs,.SamBudin, and Ruth

ence, Schragis explains, "Twice a week we meet
and create this really exciting, beautiful event.
We all push ourselves towards making what we
create interesting, rather than just funny.
Everyone can come up with clever jokes, but the
challenge is to make something fascinating and
cohesive--to make everyone on stage look good,
not just yourself We focus on being relaxed and
spontaneous. When we try to be funny, we tense
up and what we create isn't nearly as good. Of
course, what we create is usually funny. Improv
is inherently funny, because everyone
knows we don't know what we're
going to do ne.xt."
At the rehersal I attended, Flash
Monster warmed up with clapping,
chanting and the knife game, in which
members, gathered in a circle received
and passed on an imaginary knife to
each other. People who didn't catch a
knife and pass it on or caught one not
aimed at them died. After warm-up
they did two sets of a scene work exercise in which they had two pairs of
people engage in conversation, only
one conversation going on at a time in
Shannon a given scene, such as a water park or a

pizza shop at the top of the Empire
tate Building. Then they played two
sets of a game called mobius, in which
two people performed the last scene of
a plot and then members went back
and recreated the story to give the last
scene an explanation.
The first mobius game told
the hilarious tale of two DMV workers who get involved with an insane
playwright, while the' second was
about abortion and the "lost book~ of
God. Finally, Flash Monster played
This is your life, a game in which one
group member is chosen and everyone
else consrructs a life around him. In
the game Max Cramer played Larsen
van der Hook, a rich psychotic, suicidal man
who kills his wife and children and ends up on
death row. Leave it to Bard students to turn
controversial, heavy subjects like abortion and
mass murder into material for improv and manage to make it funny.
Flash Monster's first real gig is kicking off Spring Fling on April 28th at 7:00 p.m.
in Bard Hall. "Opening up our work to an audience is scary," says chragis, "because we have

Max CramerandJesjeMyerson
all come to crust each other. Rehearsal feels very
safe. But we think it is an important ~hallenge
for us to improv in front of people who aren't
part of the group. All of us are performers of
some sort outside of improv, and we like entertaining others. We really think we're doing
something particularly great, and we want to
share it with the Bard Community. We think
people will like it."

Center for Curatorial Studies Names New Executive Director
BY REBECCA

GIUSTI

oted curator Tom Eccles was named executive
director of Bard's Center for Curatorial Studies
on March 18. Since 1996 Eccles has been
director of The Public Art Fund in ew York
City, a non-profit organization that presents
works of contemporary artists in ew York.
Eccles will move to his new position at Bard on
July 1st. His responsibilities will include strategic planning, managing the exhi.bitions program and supervising overall operations of the
Center. In a press release, President Botstein
was quoted, "We are fortunate to have Tom
E cle joining us as executive director of the
Center. His keen intcllect and creative spirit
will prove to be invaluable assets to the institution."

As director of The Public Art Fund, Eccles
curated over eighty exhibitions throughout the
city, which included works by artists such as
Rachel Whiteread, Ilya Kabakov, Francis Alys,
Mariko Mori Julian Opie, Vik Muniz, Janet
Cardiff, Martin Creed, Richard Long, and
Barbara Kruger. He also established a program
that displays new installations at Rockefcller
Center each year. These ~hows have included
significant works by Jonathan Borofsky,Takashi
Murakami, am June Paik, Louise Bourgeois,
and Jeff Koons (Puppy). In addition to his
experience at the Public Art Fund, Eccles has
lectured and taught at the University of Texas,
Austin; the Art Institute of Chicago; Brown
University; CUNY; Cooper Union; Cornell;

NYU; Parsons; and Princeton.
The naming of a new director comes
at a pivotal time for the Center for Curatorial
Studies, which is set to begin construction on a
large expansion this fall. According to the current design plan more than 15,000 square feet
will be added to the 38,000 square-foot gallery
wing, and the library will double in size, allowing space for an archive study room and
expanded seating, shelving, and media areas.
While the library will remain open during the
construction process, the galleries are expected
to remain closed until Spring 2006.
The Center for Curatorial tudies
was founded in 1990 by the art collector
Marieluise Hessel, whose art collection, library,

and artist'llrchives are on permanent loan to the
institution. The Center now houses over 1700,
sculptures, photographs, videos, and installation
pieces produced from the 1950s to the present
day. More than nine hundred artists from
around the globe are represented. After the
extension is completed in 2006 the parts of the
permanent collection will be displayed fulltime, allowing students, faculty, and the public
to take full advantage of the Center's resources.
The current director of the Center for
Curatorial tudies, orton Batkin, will continue to be employed there as the director of grad11as becoming
uate and research pro rams, a
the Dean of Graduate tudies at Bard.

Allen Josey Leaving Bard After This Semester
BY ANDREW DOLLARD
Allen Josey, Bard's Assistant Dean of Students
and Director of tudent Life Programming,
will be leaving the College at the end of this
school year, he told the Observerlast week. He
plans to take a position at another east coast
college or university in the fall. He said the
move is one he had been considering for some
time. "It's hard to do," he said, "because it's been
such a nice place to be, and I hadn't fully committed to moving on, but this year I realized
that really I needed to do it."
He hopes that a new college will offer
him a chance to focus his skills and energies
more than he is currently able to at Bard.
"What's nice about small schools, and Bard in

particular," he said, "is you can kind of get your
hands into a lot of different things and learn
lots of stuff, which I've been able to do, but at
this point I feel like, professionally, I need to
sort of go in one direction or the other."
Since he arrived at Bard in 1994, in
the Residence Life office, Allen has been
involved in several different aspects of school
administration and campus life. "I've been very
lucky that there have been quite a number of
chances to move around," he said. He was a
central part of the expansion of Bard's tudent
Activities office and its closer involvement ,vith
student organizations. When he started at
Bard, "Activities was a part-time, not very well-

funded" part of the administration. "They just
couldn't do a whole lot, and it wasn't a very significant thing for students," he said. "People
now have an office they can go to, students are
coming in and asking for a lot more help and
doing better events."
Allen was also intimately involved in
the planning and construction of the
Bcrtelsmann Campus Center, which opened in
1999, and he currently manages its day-to-day
operation. Lately, as Bethany
ohlgren has
assumed responsibility for much of the student
activities planning, Allen has split his focus
between managing the Campus Center and
working with students through the Dean of

Students Office. He has also been involved in
planning and programming L&T.
After he is gone, Allen hopes that
Student Activities will expand its efforts to
work with and assist student organizations.
"Hopefully, in another year we might be able to
get another person to help do some more work
with the clubs and activities... there's a lot of, I
think, organizational support that is sort of
lacking and some of the clubs are struggling
with that sort of stuff" Bard is currently in the
process of interviewing candidates in the selection of Allen's successor and a choice will most
likely be made this summer.

Group Urges Congress to Allow Patriot Act to Expire
Foryt-five days after the September 11th
attacks in 2001, the Patriot Acts were enacted
by the Senate and the House of Representatives
to "unite and strengthen America by providing
the appropriate tools to intercept and obstruct
terrorism." Among other things, the Patriot Act
broadened the power of the FBI and of police
agencies to intercept communications and
allowed intclligence officials to share information from foreign surveillance investigations
with law enforcement. However, since their
enactment many have felt that the Patriot Act
has infringed on the very liberties it ,vas proposed to protect, with invasions of privacy and
violations of civil liberties abounding. Law
enforcement has been granted the power to
freely use methods such as roving wiretaps,
entering suspect's homes without a warrant,
and compelling libraries and bookstores to

assist in informing investigators about the reading habits of suspects, with very little to prohibit its use of these powers.
Recently, attention has once more
become closely focused on this issue as 16 provisions under this law, all related to surveillance
powers, will be expiring on December 31 of this
year, unless Congress chooses to extend them.
In light of this possibility an unusual allianace
has been formed between various c_onservative
groups and the American Civil Liberties
Union, who opened a public campaign at the
end of iarch urging Congress to scale back
these enhanced surveillance powers granted to
law enforcement.
This allianace, formally referred to as
Patriots to Restore Checks and Balances and
headed by former representative Bob Barr, urges
Congress to let these sections of the USA

Patriot Act expire at year's end and to modify
what it called the other "e,xtreme provisions" of
the law.They have also urged President Bush in
a letter to which he has not directly responded
to reconsider his support for a full rene,val of
the laws. While this group is eager to clarify the
fact that they "agree the Patriot Act is necessary
to provide law enforcement with the resources
it needs to defeat terrorism.'' they go on to state
their concern "that some of its provisions go
beyond that mission and infringe on the rights
of law-abiding Americans,'' and their desire
that this be changed.
In spite of this, Bush and Attorney
General Alberto R. Gonzale have continually
called on Congress to renew the Patriot Act in
full, claiming that any changes in the law will
only serve to make America more vulnerable to
terrorist attacks. While Gonzales claims to be
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"open to suggestions" on changing the Patriot
Act, this assertion is somewhat negated by the
fact that he also firmly stated he is opposed to
any changes that will reign in the law enforcement powers that are currently standing. This
clearly limits the options of what could be
effectively done to improve the problems that
Patriots to Restore Checks and Balances has
with these acts. Similarly, though Bush says that
he values debate over the Patriot Act, he still
firmly intends to seek Congressional reauthorization of the entire Act.
It is clear that as the end of the year
draws closer we can expect continuing dialogue
and debate regarding the best way of dealing
with the rene\val of the Patriot Acts and that,
whatever happens, both sides will have their
voices heard.
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Counseling Services continued from page two
After several months,Jordan .eventually met with Erin Cannan and may be interested in meeting with President Botstein.
Cannan, she reports, was understanding but the
school has not offered to pick up the bill.
Jordan and her parents held out as long as possible, but when the collection agencies threatened to damage Jordan's credit rating her family had to pay. It is clear to Jordan and her family that without a lawyer there isn't much else
they can do.
Jordan explains what she wishes the
school would give her. "1 would like a reimbursement, I would like a formal apology in my
academic transcript, and in my medical transi:ript." he thinks she deserves the apology in
her academic transcript because the time spent
stressing over the ordeal took time away from
her studies. As she explains, "I did miss a bunch
of classes, I missed labs, I had to make them up,
I didn't make them up as well, I missed study
timet and says, "If I wasn't dealing with the
bullshit from running around dealing with collection agencies, dealing with the dean of student's office, staying up all night trying to figure out where I'll get the money, where I'm
going to get the argument to fight this, who I
have to meet with the next day. Every time I
was s.ick last semester I refused to go to health

services because I was scared of them." Cathy
too says that she was scared of going to health
services, which shares a facility with counseling
services, after she returned to Bard. Jordon also
states, " othing is comparable to the stress of
this thing. nothing." Of late Jordan, who is still
upset about her experience, has refocused her
energy on her schoolwork- .awayfrom quarreling with the school.
Marty, who met with administrators
several times says, "I'm sure that not all the
cases that they send are wrong but they do
make mistakes. That is.just the simple truth.
The fact that I was never offered an apology
when it was clearly a mistake in my case, that's
all I would have cared about." He laments ''Ir's
just bothersome that they don't care, they seem
to really not care about anything but themselves,~referring to the school's need to protect
itself from lawsuits. Cathy also says that she
understands tha,t the school is trying to prevent
tragedy, but of her case she says,"They nipped
the wrong bud."
Erin Cannan explains that having
three psychiatrists on call, a recent development means, "We have very good coverage so
that we rarely take people to the hospital. It's
very rare." Dean Cannan reassuringly says,
"We're talking about maybe two cases a year so
0

the numbers are really confabulated." Many of
those cases are, no doubt, students who benefit
from their hospital visits. It's likely that those
students keep quiet about their experiences,
making it unlikely that the Observer could
locate and speak to them.
A lot of great things are happening
for Bard students with mental health issues. An

Of the administration
she says, "They were
reallyunreasonableand
scaryto deal with, from
a parent'sperspective.''
increasing number of psychiatrists have been
setting up shop in Red Hook and Tivoli within
walking distance of the shuttle. In addition,
since Bard's counseling center is overbooked,
Ms. Bellinger has been struggling to find ways
to give kids who don't want to go off-campus
for counseling, either because of Bard's limited
insurance or for other reasons, ways to get help.
She has been setting up a variety of on-campus
support groups in addition to the ones that

already exist for substance abusers. For example, Jeff Garren, the only male therapist on
staff runs a highly successful men's issues
group. Ms. Bellinger realizes that groups are
not perfect, especially for the college age-group
and the closely knit Bard environment, but as
long as Bard insurance -remains purely supplemental there isn't much else she can do for students who don't want their parents to find out
about counseling. She also encourages students
to email her with suggestions, because they're
always improving their procedures.
As for the forced hospital evaluation
procedure, issues related to its use have been
highlighted at other schools including Stanford
University in California. In a case that may
share some similarities with Cathy's The ew
York Times highlighted the consequences of
information sharing between counselors and
administrators at Columbia University last fall.
College suicides have also been in the news. In
one highly publicized case, the family of former
M.I.T. student Elizabeth Shin who committed
suicide in 2000, is suing the university for 27.65
million dollars. Dean Cannan says that if that
case is decided in favor of the Shins it could
mean that colleges would have to keep better
tabs on student's lives and revert to "in loco
parentis," as they were before the 1970s.

French Malarial Drug to Remain Unpatented
Company hopesto make the treatment cheapand accessibleto developing countries
BY SASHA WINTERS
A French company, Sanofi-Aventis SA, is planning to launch a cheap malaria drug without a
patent, so as to make it available to poor countries, namely Africa. It will be a no-profit drug
as well, charging only as much as is needed to
not lose money on the project. anofi is developing this drug with its partner, Drugs for
eglected Diseases Initiative (D DI), a nonprofit organization, and with other members of
health organizations.
This cheap drug has been created in
answer to the longstanding criticism that pharmaceutical companies have failed in making
drugs available to the people who really need
them due to patent laws that prevent the drugs
from being copied i~ternationally. Having no

patent on the anti-malarial will allow for the
drug to be copied· and distributed in countries
that cannot afford to pay full price,
The new drug, called artesunate combination therapy (ACT), is made from a plant
called sweet wormwood. This is a new type of
antimalarial which is needed over old treatments because malaria is growing increasingly
resistant to other medicines. This makes the
drug even more crucial. The World Health
Organization projects that ACT treatment will
by needed by 90 million to 150 million in this
year alone. 70% of these cases will be in Africa.
Sanofi is not the first company to create a cheap
no-profit antimalarial. A Swedish company,
ovartis AG has been doing the same thing.

However, Sanofi plans to charge even less tha.n
ovartis. ovartis charges S2.40 per treatment
for adults and 90 cents for children. Sanofi
plans to get those numbers down- under a dollar for adults and under 50 cents for children.
This treatment seems like a great •
answer to the problems of disease in underdeveloped countries, but it is not risk free. Sanofi
and Drugs for eglected Diseases Initiative has
stated that this cheap price is only realistic if the
countries in need for antimalarials receive
financial assistance from international organizations.
Another fear is the shortage of sweet
wormwood, a problem ovartis faced earlier.
However, at this point Sonafi remains confident

in the goal and mentioned nothing about this
possible setback.
If Sanofi's plan is more effective than
previous attempts of its kind, it could prove to
be a very irrportant step for world health. If
programs like this continue, it would mean that
underdeveloped nations would not be denied
access to crucial medicines due to lack of money
and technology.
Cheap drugs would significant!
lower the death counts and help to develop
poor countries while financial assistance could
allow pharmaceutical companies to continue to
develop drugs, since that has been the main
complaint from sides opposing drugs without
patents.

Spiritualizy at Bard

Contrary to common belief, it doesexist

BY ZARN1

HTUN

Bard College, ranked second in the nation by Chocolate" in which attendees were served
fondue and discussed issues of sexuality in
the Princeton Review for a student body that
ignores God on a daily basis, cad. occasionally Judaism, as part of the "Ask the Rabbi" series;
feel Godless. With students coming from not and finally, organizes off-campus collaborations
with the neighboring Hillels at Vassar, West
only all fifty states bur thirty three different
countries-all with different cultural and reli- Point, New Paltz and the Culinary Institute of
gious backgrounds-finding or holding on to America. James Morris who runs the weekly
Friday evening Shabbat service and dinner, feels
one's spiritual beliefs can be difficult.
Jennifer Ronald, former member of that spirituality is definitely something that's
alive and well at Bard though he feels students
the now inactive Hindu Cultural Society
(HCS), admits that she has gone through sev- mostly don't recognize it.
Bard's Christian Student Fellowship
eral different evolutions in her spiritual beliefs.
For her, her spirituality is a deeply private one (CSF) is, like the JSO, a highly active club.
that need not be shared with fellow students.
The H CS dwindled out mainly due to a lack of
attendance, as there are only about five Hindu
students on campus, only one or two of whom
maintain a solid religious practice. The club
mainly promoted social events such as dinners.
When attempts were made to generate events
focused around a religious basis it was tougher
to garner support and coordinate_
The Jewish Students Organization
(J 0) has had more success than the HCS.
Michelle Moses Eisenstein states the highly
active J O holds many different events during
the semester. Dedicated to providing a spiritual, educational and social atmosphere for Jewish
Acting as a support group, C F members meet
life on campus, the JSO holds weekly Shabbat
weekly on Wednesday evenings to discuss
services with · home-made kosher dinners;
serves catered dinners for the major holidays upcoming events, to discuss among members
how the week went for them and occasionally
including Rosh Hashanah and Passover· prodiscuss a reading or passage that someone
vides bi-monthly Jewish Film screenings;
throws partie-Ssuch as the Matzah Ball and the brings. The CSF also holds two feasts per
Purim Party; hosts events such as "Sex and semester; holds a fundraiser for a local soup

When attempts were
made to generate
events focused around
a religious basis, it :was
tougher to garner sup~
port and coordinate.·

kitchen in which club members fast for thirty
hours, consuming only liquids; shows a movie
series every semester with films concerning
Christian themes to incite discussion; and in
the past has had speakers such as Tom Cornell,
a famous Catholic Anarchist with the Catholic
Workers group, come to Bard. The group was
founded six years ago by a group of freshmen
who were constantly harassed for being
Christian. Club leader Beth Graham's biggest
hopes for CSF is the promotion of religious tolerance and a safe environment for all Christians
on campus.
Mahmud Hussain of the Muslim
tudents Organization (MSO) sees Bard as a
liberal place when it comes to religion. He feels
there is no animosity at Bard and a great deal of
openness, tolerance and sympathy. The MSO
was created as a religious organization so students could have more support in their spiritual practices. The club also wants to educate the
community about Muslim culture and Islam.
The MSO is perhaps one of the most active
dubs at Bard. Meeting once every two weeks,
the club discusses spiritual topics, holds regular
Jummah Friday prayers in Luqman Hall in the
basement of Village Dorm A, and has an
Imman come to speak every Wednesday. They
hold a number of activities during Ramadan·
celebrate Eidul Fitr and Eidul Adha with a talk
by a speaker and dinners open to everyone;
sponsored the Artist Peace Concert, and has
also held talks on such topics as the Israeli
Palestinian conflict, women in Islam and terrorism. Also, almost every semester a few mem-
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hers of MSO go to an Islamic convention.
For Mahmud, his religious practice
revolves around the five prayers-Fajr,Johr, Asr
Magrib, and Isha-that he performs daily. He
comments that prayer lingers in his mind and if
he forgets then it's simply time for the next
prayer. He says his spiritual practice has shaped
him into a better friend and made him more
open to the values and practices of others.
The Circle is one of Bard's newest
and most interesting clubs at Bard. They meet
weekly on Wednesdays to have discussi~ns on
topics like divination or being Wiccan at Bard
hold rituals, or sometimes run workshops for
such skills as charm-making. Anne Leue of the
Circle describes members of the club as "fairly
eclectic pagans" with strong Wiccan leanings.
Leue comments that the dub hopes to promote
awareness of alternative spiritual practices.
Paganism by its very nature includes a broad
range of beliefs and practices. It implies an
earth-centered spirituality which is community-based. As its essential belief is that there are
no essential beliefs paganism emphasizes freedom. Wiccan involves a more structured,
earth-centered, magic-centered spirituality,
with a belief in a divinity that is everywhere and
is a part of everything. Symbols of gods and
goddesses are used as metaphors through which
one could visualize an aspect of focus. Leue,
who practices every day at being able to recognizing the divine in everyone and everything,
hopes that someday there could be more interfaith discussions at Bard and more space for
open discussions or meetings.
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A FondFarewell
...
The twelve PIE students sharetheir impressionsof Bard this year
BY ZSUZSANNA

HORVATH

Responding to the end of the Cold War, Bard
developed the Program in International
Education, whose mission was, and is, to promote friendship and democratic thinking
among future leaders from the United States
and from regions of the world undergoing a
transition to more democratic forms of govern-

TAMARAl<AFKOVA,
Czech Republic

ment. Originally limited to Eastern and Central
Europe, Russia, and the former Yugoslavia, PIE
has since expanded to include students from
southern Africa as well. Since 1991, PIE has
brought more than one hundred students to
Bard from fifteen countries. These students
study at Bard for one year, then return to their

home institutions to complete their studies.
This year there are twelve of us here
at Bard, plus we have one Croat and one Serb
PIE friend in the Bard Hall, New York City.
We spent a whole year with you guys
here at Bard, and enjoyed it incredibly! We had
fun with you, learneq a lot from you, and hope-

fully showed you--together with the other
internationals--that life also exists outside the
U.S. Thanks to all of you for this wonderful
experience.

WhenI think ofBard, I think. .. grass, trees, class.es,stupid clothes, finding a seat and company at Kline, Fisher Center, Catskills, parties
My favorite placeat Bard is... the Fisher Center, absolutely.
Culture-shock!
"How are you?"Also, Americans' attitude to interpersonal rehtionships, individualism as I could never imagine, Board of
Trustees and Advisors, genetically manipulated food, pride for being a
Bard student, and people are on time!
I will miss.. .friends, being carefree, stupid clothing, Catskills
Some things you should know about Hungary are.. .computer, matcb,
Rubik's cube, H-bomb, ball-pen, hologram, vitamin-C pills, Dynamo,
and transformer are Hungarian inventions. Also, the Hungarian language is GENDER FREE. We have one and only one third person singular pronoun instead of"he, she and it," and we always say "chairperson" and gender neutral stuff like that!
A bookfrom Hungary to readis... CollectedPoemsofJanos Pilinszky
A fi!tn from Hungary to seeis... KONTROLL (Nimrod Antal, 2003)

WhenI think ofBard, I think ... Carlton, outside breakfast, live concert,
spontaneous singing and dancing, stupid conversations, hipster
My favorite placeat Bard is... the fountain in Blithewood.
Culture-shock!Guys in skirts, girls in gum boots, masturbation workshop, budget forum
I will miss.. .cultural diversity, friends, spontaneous hugs, closeness of
nature, college life
You shouldknow ... Czechs are the biggest beer-drinkers in the world
per capita. Czech Republic has the highest density of Unesco
Monuments. "Robot" and "pistol" are famous Czech words. Some
famous Czech people are VaclavHavel, Madeleine Albright and Milos
Forman
A book.fromthe CzechRepublicto read is... Milan Kundera: Unbearable
LightnessofBeing
A .filmfrom the CzechRepublicto seeis... Divided 1# Fall (Jan Hrebejk,
2000)
WhenI think ofBard, I think .. .fresh air, green, Rainbow, Kline, loneliness, Language Lab, certain people
_
My favorite placesat Bard are... my room, Kline, and the gym.
Culture-shock!Belching loudly at Kline.
I will mirs.. .few people, NY Connect, my room.
Some things about Hungary you should know are.. .an average
Hungarian lives without computer, doesn't travel, and constantly
tries to make ends meet. Go and try Hunguian dishes! They are
really good.
A book.fromHungary you should read is.. .Imre Madach: The Tragedy
of Man
Twofilms from Hungary worth seeingare... Fifth Seal (Zoltan Fabry,
1976), and just Like America (Gabor Herendi, 2002)

When I think ofBard, I think .. .map of the campus, bubble, hippies,
what is reality?, round tables, freewriting
. My favorite places at Bard are ... Blithewood and Ward Manor.
,. Culture-shock!Being asked how I am without expecting an answer.
I will miss.. .friends, discussions about everything, eating in Ward
Manor taking things seriously, not taking things seriously, shiny
happy people around me, Blithewood Gatehouse and the people in
it, lightness of being
About the Czech Republic... what did Tamara say? ... Southern
Bohemia is a beautiful region; wine-cellars, Kundera
A book from the Czech Republic to read is. . .Milan Kundera:
Immortality
A film from the Czech Republic to see is... Kolja (Jan Sverak, 1996)

WhenI think ofBard, I think.. . room, fun, people, PIE, friends, Kline,
freedom, laughing, Carlton, campus, walking
My favorite placesat Bard are... Kline and my room.
Culture-shock!easy living
I will miss. .. people, my own space, mobility, activity, debates,
familiarity-knowing everybody around me, classes, Benguments
(arguments a la Ben).
Somethingyou shouldknow about SouthAfrica is.. .Diversity is a normal aspect of everyday life in South Africa, not in a false, but in a
real, integrated way.
A book.fromSouth Africa you should read is.. .J.M. Coetzee: Disgrace
Films from South Africa to see are... Long Night's Journey into Day
(Frances Reid and Deborah Hoffmann, 1999), and Forgiveness
NURJNAALLY,
South Africa (Ian Gabriel, 2004)

When I think ofBard, I think .. .Blithewood, rum and coke, music,
Kline, discussion, arguing, sc;xuality
My favorite placesat Bard are... the waterfalls and Blithewood.
Culture-shock!Protests, the way they are ...
I will miss. .. Friends, the way social life is organized at Bard, Kline
(in the social sense)
Something about Russiayou shouldknow is.. .Putin is not good for the
country!
A book from Russia you should read is.. .Bulgakov: Master and
Margarita
,A fihn from Russia you should see is... Mirror (Andrei Tarkovsky,
1975)
.

ZOLTANPETERECZ,Hungary

GABORSZABO,Hungary
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When I think ofBard, I think.. .asterisk, graver, liberals, rich, village,
kitsch, relax, pretentious
My favorite place at Bard is... the Graveyard
Culture-shock!The beer is awful, surprise parties, attitude towards
gay people, writing bazillions of essays, L&T
I will miss... pretentious kitschy liberals, appreciated gay people
ridiculous parties, too much talk
You should know that Croatia.. .is the Number one Lonely Planet
destination, and also full of fascists.
A bookfrom Croatia you should read is.. .Bulgakov: Master -and
Margarita (because Russian is just a Croatian tribe :)
A film from Croatia you should see -is... No Man's Land (Danis
Tanovic, 2001)

WhenI think ofBard, I think.. .liberal arts college, PIE program, amazing people, unbelievably wonderful friends, nice classes, great people,
Tim--an awesome boss Blithewood
My favorite placesat Bard are.. .B1ithewoodgarden, the back of Manor,
and the Meditation Garden.
Culture-shock!Large international student population, being gay is okay,
people don't give a shit about things like having the newest car or jeans.
I will miss.. .hanging out with my girls drinking beer, walking though
the Village, seeing all PIE together partying, Kline (not the food)
You shouldknow.. .Africa is NOT a country!!! Colored is a race. Even
though South Africa is a third world developing country, we have amazing music, food, art, etc.
A bookfrom SouthAfrica to read is.. .Zakes Mda: Heart ofRedness
A playfrom SouthAfrica to seeis.. Joe Barber(best two-man play ever!)

When I think ofBard, I think.. .happiness, sunshine, snow, much
snow, shuttle, Poughkeepsie, Red Hook, Tivoli, PIE students, no
parties, loss of freedom
My favorite place at Bard is... the lounge of my dorm.
Culture-shock!"How are you?" And food is like hell.
I will miss. .. PIE students, the beautiful campus, Kline pizza, shopping trips.
In Hungary ... we have good food! And beautiful women, and good
places to party. And historic gangsters on the Great Hunguian
Plain, the "betyar"s -only for tourists, though.
A bookfrom Hungary I recommendis... CookbookofAuntie Mary
A film from Hungary you shouldsee is... Pretty Girl-Csinibaba (Peter
Timar, 1997)

WhenI think ofBard, I think... Woodstock, party, Kline, protest in NY,
friendship, woods, middle of nowhere, criticism, Bard bubble
Myfavorite placesat Bard are.. .Blithewood and the Meditation Garden.
Culture-shock!
Small towns: houses of wood, no fences, overpriced shops,
price of cigarettes, locrusdo not know where the bus station is
I will miss... the feeling that you should not worry about anything,
everything is provided to you, tolerance, you can choose whatever class
you want, and you can enjoy it--and everything else, too.
Thingsyou shouldknow about Romania: Draculll is just a legend. The
mountains are amazing, and the Romanians have an amazing way of
making fun of themselves.
Authorsfrom Romaniayou shouldread are.. .Cioran, for those who love
Nietzsche, and Mircea Eliade (or those who love mythology and the
history of religion
Afilm from Romania tv seeis... Train ofLift (Radu Mihaileanu, 1998)

When I think ofBard, I think.. .craziness, craziness again, craziness
the other time, party, cool people, amazing place
My favorite places at Bard are.. .The swings next to the Campus
Center! And my porch when it is sunny.
Culture-shock/Unreasonably hysteric people, four trips to New York
cost as much as a whole journey across Russia, naivety, "freedom"
I will miss.. .friends, my Peugeot bike.
Russia.. .is an amazing country, it is definitely a place to go. And:
Russia is not Brighton Beach and Brighton Beach is not Russia.
A book.fromRussia to read is... Alexandr Solzenicin: GULAG
Filmsfrom Russiayou should seeare... OperationY and Other Shurik's
Adventur (Leonid Gaidai, 1965), and Hedgehog in the Fog (it is a
cartoon, Yuri Norstein, 1975)
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WhenI think ofBard,I think ... Carlton, PIE students, Village Dorms,
Weis, Red Hook, Tivoli, Michelle, game room, roommate
My favorite place at Bard is... my room
Culture-shock!People do not say "Hi.!"
I will miss. .. people.
What people shouldknow about SouthAfrica .. .I am from there!
A bookfrom South Africa you should read is... Zakes Mda: l¾ys of
Dying
A film from South Africa you shouldseeis.. .A ReasonableMan (Gavin
Hood, 1999)
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50 Foot Wave: Kristin Hersh Does Not Support Tsunamis
BY OMER SHAH

"God Bless Kristin Hersh" is what crosses my mind as Hersh
warbles, "News is bad news/ I look to my beer." I felt the same
sentiment when I learned that in 2003 she released two albums,
had her fourth child, and then started a new group. Kristin Hersh
has a good twenty-some years of being a professional musician,
and now she returns after an indefinite hiatus from her work
with Throwing Muses, as front woman of 50 Foot Wave. The
glowing review I'm about to give 50 Foot Wave's Golden Ocean
is about as biased as it will get; I'm pretty much willing to accept
anything Hersh does as genius. I have a love for Hersh, which I
stole from my sister, whoqi I recall constantly playing Throwing
Muses' University in my father's car when she drove me to high
school. Mysister had these friends who were really obsessed with
Throwing Muses, Belly,The Pixies, and the like. They would lend
my sister these records and I would get really jealous. I wanted
someone to care about me enough to give me Kristin Hersh
records.·
I recall seeing 50 Foot Wave getting some attention
outside of the music scene due to the band's name. Apparently,
the group released the album to the press a couple of days before
the tsunamis ravaged Southeast Asia. 50 Foot Wave joins I Am
the World Trade Center as a band with an apocalyptic name. I
Am the World Trade Center probably has the better name.
Golden Ocean is the group's first full length release; it
is a pure rock and roll effort, which is at times very similar to
the Muses' 2003 self-titled release. They released one EP, before
giving into the full-length Golden Ocean which contains three
previously released songs. Hersh's voice doesn't find the time to
be pretty like it often is in her solo work and with the Muses. Rob
Ahler wails furiously on the drums, leaving Hersh growling and
wailing. 50 Foot Wave provides a tight musical assault. The first
track, "Long Painting," sets the mood for the rest of the album.
Hersh croons, "I don't feel so sorry and I don't feel so bad" and
then spirals into a screeching of randomly discemable words.
Something about a parking lot, though it's irrelevant because the
song is that good.
The third track, "Pneuma," marks a moment of
disorientation for me. Hersh challenges us with, "you know
what? You know what?" and then explodes surprisingly with
"SHUT THE FUCK UP!" My immediate thought is, "Kristin,
that's some lame song-writing, or at least a really boring use

of the word "fuck." However, I stop myself and reflect: critics
questioned PJ Harvey's viability and sanity as a musician for
pulling the same stunt with Uh Huh Her's "Who the Fuck," a
song I now immensely enjoy. Upon further consideration, and in
both contexts, the seemingly corny and trite usage of the f-word
isn't actually lame, but really cool.
Hersh returns to the less surprising lyrics on the single
"Clara Bow," a blistering song about hating summer: "with
sunburned lips I can bitch, about another stupid summer." Hersh
finds a quick moment for tenderness on "Sally is A Girl," as she
laments, "wishing we were thrilled again and looking for a fight,"
before erupting once again. 50 Foot Wave doesn't have a lot
of soft spots, but when it does, they are really gratifying. These
moments are what make 50 Foot Wave so badass. It's almost a
cathartic listening experience, a huge release of energy. Perhaps
the album could use a couple more lengthy breathers; one could

find Golden Ocean a little taxing.
My Kristin Hersh affinity aside, it's really exciting to
hear a straight-up rock and roll album that isn't annoying, boring,
or an affront to things that are good and worth my time. 50 Foot
Wave is fast and smart and totally worth your time. Bands like 50
Foot Wave and Sleater-Kinney might just save rock and roll. If
you've never heard of Kristin Hersh's work, solo or otherwise, you
really ought to. There really isn't anyone comparable to Hersh.
If you are interested in exploring her daunting discography, I'd
start with Hips and Makers, Sunny Border Blue, or Throwing
Muses' University. If you are looking for a brash, unapologetic
rock album, go to throwingrnusic.com and help yourself to the
50 Foot Wave.

Slint Reunite to Remind People Why They Mattered
BY loN

SARGENT

"Everybody assumes that mind and body are opposed. The trog
vs. the cerebrite. How boring. But we still buy it, all of us. The
Velvet Underground were the greatest band that ever existed
because they began to suggest that such was not the case."-Lester
~angs
Ok, so a quote about the Velvet Underground might
not be the best way to start an article about early '90s innovators
Slint. The two bands sound nothing alike, and aside from being
hugely influential despite having been largely ignored during
their lifespans, they don't have much in common. But that quote
about the Velvet Underground also holds true for Slint. Their
music is incredibly cerebral and painstakingly calculated, but due
to the mastery of tension and dynamics in most of their songs,
just as your mind is trying to analyze what's going on, one of their
signature quiet-loud shifts hits you with all the force of a cokedup hockey player.

Sure, their music is extremely cold, and it's hard to
form any emotional connection to it, but c'mon, you're at Bard;
you're too cynical to listen to emotional music. Like the Velvet
Underground they combine elements that are both familiar and
foreign to rock for similarly divided effects. They're a smart band
that you can rock out to. What more do you need?
Even if you haven't heard Slint you know their

work. David Pajo, one of the band's
guitarists and one of those players
able to make simple riffs sound
complex, later became the bassist for
Tortoise. He still releases his own
material under the moniker of Papa
M. Guitar-based post-rock groups
like Mogwai, Maserati and Explosions
in the Sky are pretty much simplified
versions of Slint, having taken their
sudden dynamic shifts and intricately
intertwining guitar work and run with
it in more obvious and emotional
directions.
I caught Slint on their third
and last night at Irving Plaza on their
current reunion tour. I had a mixup with my ticket and had to pick it
up that night in Brooklyn, so I only
caught the last couple songs from the
opening band. I think they were called
Tomorrow's Friends, and judging by
those two songs, they sounded way too
generic to be opening for Slint. But
maybe I just didn't hear enough. When
Slint finally came onstage, greeted by
booming applause which was soon
shushed by especially devoted audience
members, they began their set with
"For Dinner ... ," a song that tightens and relaxes intriguingly
but doesn't really go anywhere. It's from their 1991 masterpiece,
Spider/and, and since they only have two albums and an EP,
they played all of the tracks from that record. They probably just
wanted to get that boring one out of the way, and when they did
they followed it with "Breadcrumb Trail," Spider/ands opening
track, which set the audience on fire.They proceeded to alternate
playing songs from Spider/and with tracks from their debut,
Tweez. I'm not too familiar with that record, but the material was
pretty exciting stuff that made their undeniable punk influences
more obvious. They definitely provided a shocking contrast with
the less spontaneous tracks from Spider/and, although those
predictably provided the highlights of the show.
As one could guess from the seriousness of their music,.
the band members had no stage presence, and were almost
completely silent in their uncommonly long pauses between
songs. Only rarely did they respond to the good-natured
heckling from some of the audience members. Their playing was
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incredibly precise, tight, and never departed from the recordings,
but hearing the songs live gave me a renewed appreciation for
their brilliant structuring.
Their last three songs were "Rhoda," "Washer," and
"Good Morning, Captain," virtually guaranteeing that everyone
left the show wholly convinced of their genius. I read that the last
song, which is, no joke, based on Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem
"Rime of the Ancient Mariner," was actually used to open one of
their other nights at Irving Plaza, but I can't think of a better end
for the show. Singer Brian McMahan mutters the song's oblique
lyrics, as the angular, spidery guitar work intermittently flares up
and then relaxes, until the song finally explodes with pummeling
and repetitive rifling while McMahan repeatedly screams "I miss
you!"in one of the few moments that leaves the band emotionally
exposed. The song embodies everything that's great about Slint,
and, by extension, all the best experimental rock music, from the
Velvet Underground on.
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Metal FromMiddle Earth
and Storm's Nordivand feature his vocals). With
occasional spells of evil laughter, Fenriz relates
Annoyed at the cheerful ungrimness of spring? Longing for what happened sometime after the seventh day
frosty northern nights? Still desirous of baptizing yourself in the Bible, giving a day by day description of
into true black metal-metal stripped down to simple guitar the world's destruction: "And on the 12th day
riffs, demonic drumming, and shrieking vocals-even after you he strangled heaven. And on the 13th day he
listened to Darkthrone, encountered an impenetrable fortress of covered the sun. And then there were no more
noise, and surrendered at the second track? Listen to Hostmorke, days." In "Landet og Havet," "The Lanp and
Isengard's second (and mournfully, last) album, now celebrating the Sea," a short but haunting melody shorn
its ten-year anniversary. 1his band consists of one man, Fenriz, of all instruments, Fenriz exalts Norway and
who plays the guitars and drums and sings, and is the legendary somehow conveys the shape of the mountains.
drummer and poet of Darkthrone (and numerous side projects). Unsurprisingly, "I Kamp Med Kvitekrist,"
meaning "At War with Christ," is an angry
And don't let the band's name deceive you-though Isengard
refers to Saruman's tower from Lord of the Rings, refrain from summons to battle, punctuated by shouts of
encouragement. "I ei Gran Borti Nordre Asen,"
unleashing this on the unsuspecting Tolkienite.
o further
connection exists between the fantasy masterpiece and the lyrics meaning "In a Pine by the Northern Hill," a
for this folk black metal band, except perhaps some sympathy for wordless hymn to nature, begins with a simple
the characters-not the heroic hobbits but the folks of Mordor. keyboard refrain. "Over De Syngende 0de
Though often categorized 'as a folk black metal band, most of Moer," meaning "Over the Singing Deserted
Isengard's lyrics conform to the venerable tradition of black Hills," continues in the same vein, with sorrow
metal-in other words, religiously tolerant people intolerant of creeping into Fenriz's voice so that he sounds
intolerance and Christians offended by blasphemy and plans for like a lonely warrior. And here the folk songs
killing Christians need not apply. (Hundreds of years ago, pagan end. I have nothing against the old-school black
Norway was converted to Christianity, and some Norwegians metal which follows, I only wish that Fenriz's
regret this). However, at least Fenriz expresses his sympathies metal-infused folk songs would continue, as they
lyrically: "And in the horizon nailfather moves forth. They all are considerably more scarce.
Although the guitar and drums
shall die, who gather around him. We all shall live, in our strong
continue as before, Fenriz exchanges his dulcet
battle." The remaining songs praise nature and the homeland.
Unlike many other bands, Isengard does not achieve singing for the far less listener-friendly vocals
its folk music qualities by cramming in flutes or acoustic guitars, of black metal: unearthly screams of varying lengths. There is
but by allowing beautiful melodies to float over austere guitar no more effective way to express both anguish and anger than
riffs that occasionally echo it. Despite their simplicity, the guitar with black metal vocals; I would bet that Satan sounded similarly
riffs, combined with furious drumming, have a hypnotic force when God first hurled him into Hell. For the first time, on the
and momentum, much like alliteration in an Anglo-Saxon epic sixth track, "Thornspawn Chalice," Fenriz sings in English. If
poem. The first track, "Nelsepaks"-"creation" spelled backwards you concentrate, you can appreciate his lyrics without the veil
in Norwegian-introduces Fenriz singing a catchy folk melody. of translation-"Glory, Glory, Armageddon! Chant damnation
Even those ignorant of Norwegian can sing along, for a hymns." Surprisingly, Fenriz sings more chillingly than Noctruno
considerable chunk of the melody occurs on the universal syllable Culto, the designated vocalist (and guitarist) of Darkthrone. At
"ah." Fenriz has a beautiful voice, deep and dark, which raises eight minutes, "Thornspawn Chalice" runs a little long for a black
the question of why doesn't he sing more? (To my knowledge, metal song, but by breaking it into parts and including the most
besides H0stm0rke, only Isengard's first release Vinterskugge frantic and inhuman drumming on the album, Fenriz doesn't
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permit boredom. "Total Death," a similar but shorter song, will
probably leave you wondering how black metal singers have not
yet ruptured their vocal chords.
concludes, clocking
After the seventh track, HostmrFrke
in at meager 32:10. I suppose some people may feel cheated,
but Fenriz believes that albums over forty minutes long grow
annoying. Consequently, however, no unworthy tracks clutter this
cold and desolate landscape. Hail F~nriz for creating beautiful
and brutal music-but don't try to give him an award.
(Released 1995 by Moonfog)

Moby:Go To Hell
And it's the opposite of interesting that
electronic cock-rocker M83 produced a
Springtime has come. The children are crawling out of their record almost as bad as its title, Before
blanket forts and into the swamps and creeks. As they frolic TheDawn Heals Us, since this particular
about the natural realm, a glowing, transparent being called musical rapist already established himself
Moby squirms his way through the soil, willingly spreading the with the heap of 80s emo catharsis that
same volatile, vegetable-based juices that drip from the best of his was 2003's Dead Cities,Red S- I refuse to
new age ambient porn cuts. He is, as you read this, purposefully make that title whole.
It's not just effeminate con
influencing the indie scene to produce diarrhea-like albums in a
time of the year that is supposed to be characterized by smiles artists that catch the Wave Of Ugly. One
and happiness. That's right, Moby is playing the Grinch, and will surely find bullheaded aggre~sion the
his reign-dear doggy is his new new new new age masterpiece number one idea in the execution of both
of recent weeks, Hotel. The hairless bastard has been poisoning 50 Cent and the Mars Volta new epic
quasi-popular music indirectly for the past few months, simply catastrophes. Both clocking in at over
by releasing his toxic opus. Hotel just existing without even 75 minutes, the albums 'lheMassacreand
being heard would have been threatening enough, and if anyone FrancesTheMute are really only successful ·
had foreseen its production, it could have been locked away and at musically reproducing certain methods
thrown to the seas. Unfortunately, however, Moby is tired of of murder, by bootleg submachine gun
being picked on, and he has produced a psionic transmission so and fantastical netherworld long sword,
wide-spread it has indirectly inspired saddening mediocrity in respectively. I can't exactly say those
completely unrelated, and highly anticipated new musical works. two failures were surprising, but even 1
We are beyond evidence here - it is clear that everything bad this less worthy of my mouse-clicking or
part of the year can be credited to Moby's Wave of Ugly, which headphone-operating efforts of inquiry
"GROUND-BREAKlNG
will not dissipate until the Moby being expends all his juices, are the
INDIE
POP
SENSATION!!!"-al
shrivels back into oily weasel form, and scurries off into oblivion.
Or until the summer sun dries up those juices, whichever comes releases by M.I.A., Mu, Daft Punk, and
Beck, now that we're on the more Indie/
first.
Until that point, I remain puzzled by such unexpectedly Indie-rock-pop pop-pop. I just don't
poor efforts from such acclaimed writers as Archer Prewitt and buy the post-post-modern ironic superthe less established Jeff Hanson. While Hanson qas nothing irony of pop music that's not pop, but is a....o1111•s.:
near Prewitt's outstanding reputation, his equally flat collection actually non-pop ·poppy music that's so
of Weather Channel sounding tunes is just as surprising as a Sea clever it manipulates and deconstructs the genre. Mu's last album
& Cake member drawing a blank, if not for the fact that Hanson was called A.froFingerAnd Gel,and they garner appeal for super
sounds like someone's mom. And you know Moby would have it dirty sex-infused lyrics. So does Madonna. M.LA. mixes reggae,
that way, because blasting grandmamma-feeling, pastel-colored trance, dancehall, drum'n'bass, and pop. So does the NOW! :
sound sentiment into the atmosphere infects other vocal folks That's What I Call Music Series (numbers 1-24, holiday editions,
and others, it all blends so well!). Finally, it's just not believable
like fantasy-chanters Mercury Rev. The dimestore dragons-andelves type cover gives away Rev's 'lhe Secret Migration pretty that Daft Punk are "Human After Ail' since they're still wearing
damn quick. Now the connections begin to unfold, as it becomes robot costumes in public, and it just sucks that Beck believes he's
clear that Mercury Rev is the love fairy matriarch of a growing a robot, capable of multi-referential music boundary destruction,
family of slack-jawed, sissynecked indie softcorists that already since he's just a washed up, non-replenishable human after all.
The only thing as doomed as Beck at this point is the
includes Bright Eyes, One AM Radio, M83 (said to be a laptop
producer, but really just a heartful laptop), Xiu Xiu, and the concept of "Indie-Pop" or "Indie-Rock" as little more than a
hideous-as-a-beheaded-sheep sounding ... Trail Of Dead (but scene, let alone a genre or even a set of genres. The lousy popular
they're mad, too!). These screaming, whining, hissing, and in the and critical reaction to these anticipated records would indicate
the tastemakers are failing, and the paradigms are shifting. The
case of Bright Eyes, crying, groups make Prewitt and Hanson
official
and unofficial listeners were wrong, not the acts, as these
seem like Johnny Cash. It's interesting that One Am Radio's
up
and
coming acts are really just duplicating their previous, and
A Name Writ In Waterfalls flat on its face in the same year that
its producer Daedelus produced his masterwork Exquisite Corpse. more successful, efforts.,)n. almost every case. It is increasingly
BY CHARLEY

LANNING
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the case that more obscure, less predictably effective bands are
delivering what people, until now, never knew they wanted. With
any luck, Moby's putrid Wave is only a natural environmental
effect, helping to usher in the diversity in the scene that
everybody has been waiting for. The more open, experimental
sounds of artists like Dead Meadow, Cul De Sac, The Skygreen
Leopards, Akron/Family, Hella, Animal Collective, Prefuse 73,
The Books, and Hood seem to be gaining the most appeal among
the people's internet periodicals, convincing the stagnant submasses "WEIRD IS IN! WEIRD IS IN!" Thank you Moby,
your new age blast will go down as a key moment in this great
movement of history. Don't miss these days, cool kids, and don't
miss the two-day festival at SUNY Purchase on April 15th and
16th, featuring the best of the bands bringing about the great
shift. There you'll see this all begin to unfold.
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Elfriede Jelinek Wins Nobei Prize
RY LEN GnTKJN
2005's Nobel Prize in Literature went to Austrian novelist and
playwright" Elfriede Jelinek, author, most famously, of 1983's Die
Klavimpielerin (translated into English as ThePiano Teacher).The
Piano Teachertells the horrifying tale of an alienated middle-aged
music professor's traumatic, sadomasochistic love affair with one
of her students. In summary, the novel sounds like some awful
piece of hyper-sensationalist pseudo-pornography: the teacher,
who lives (and shares a bed with) her monstrous control freak of
a mother, must sneak around in order to watch skin flicks, spy on
lovers in a public park, and engage in sordidly detailed sexual acts
with her student. Plus, she compulsively slashes her vagina with
a razor blade. Sounds like promising stuff, right? Jelinek.'s genius
is to create out of th.is nauseating stew an unerringly poetic,
profoundly personal, and authentically harrowing psychoanalytic
portrait. What is most alarming and most brilliant about the
novel is that it never allows its over-the-top content to spill
over the boundaries of psychical believability: the authority of
Jelinek's prose renders legitimate and even necessary the savagery

of her themes. Thus, the insane conditions of the piano teacher's
life-the crushing claustrophobia of her love/hate relationship
with her mother, the compulsive pleasure in self-mutilationbecome alive and astonishingly comprehensible. The Piano
Teacherallows the reader access to the psyche of the mentally ill
more convincingly, more desperately, than anything since Plath's
TheBell Jar. (lndeed, TheBell Jar reads like a dated Victorian
romp in comparison). It is perhaps no coincidence that Jelinek
herse.lf shares a rather suspicious number of traits with her
fictional piano teacher. She is an accomplished pianist. She
lived with her mother well into adulthood. And other people
make her so uncomfortable that she was not able to attend her
own Nobel Prize award ceremony for fear of being looked at by
a crowd. Not that I would like to reduce ThePiano Teacherto
autobiography-it is certainly not that-but it is true that the
novel seems overwhelmingly personal,painfully vulnerable. And
dark, dark, dark.
In addition to The Piano Teacher,Jelinek has had
three other novels translated into English: /#)men as Lovers,
Lust, and Wonderful/#)11derfulTimer. Her plays remain, so far,
untranslated, although we can hope that in the wake of winning
the Nobel, she will find a greater English language market and
become more widely translated. She has also written the libretta
to an opera based on David Lynch's film Lost Highway. In
addition to her own work, she has translated Thomas Pynchon
into German.

AN

EXCERPT

ELFRIEDE

FROM

JELINEK

T1fE

PIANO fuCHER,

AND TRANSLATED

INTO

WRITTEN

BY

ENGLISH

BY

JOACHIM NEUGROSCH.EL:

•The sink is made ofporcelainand veined with cracks.There.ls
a
mirror above it. Under the mirror, a glass shelf rests on metal
brackets.A tumbler sta11dson the rhe!f Thetumbler wam't placed
therecautiouslyor caringly;thepersonwas heedlessabouta lifeless ..__..,.....a,,.,;a,.
object.Thetumblerstandswhereit stands.An isolateddropofwater
is still da11glingfro111
the bottomofthe tumbler,relaxingbeforeit
evaporates.Somestudentprobablytook a drinkfrom the tumbler.
Erika combsthrough the pocketsofcoatsand jackets, lookingfar
WANT TO WRITE FOR THE OBSERVER?
a handkerchief,which she soonfinds . .. .Erika takes hold of the
THE NEXT STAFF MEETING IS THIS UPtumbler in the handkerchief,bedding the glass in the cloth. The
COMING THURSDAY, APRIL 2-IST. THE
glass,with im1umerable
fingerprints left by clumsyjuvenile ha11ds,
is all wrappedup.Erik.aplacesthe cloakedtumbler011 thefloor and
MEETING WILL BE HELD IN THE BASEsmashesher heel into it. Theglass, muffled,splinters.Ihe injured
MENT OF TEWKSBURY. STORY ASSIGNtumbler is then stampedon severalmaretimes, until it is turned
MENTS
WILL BE GIVEN OUT AT THIS
into a splinterybut not shapelessgruel. Thesplintersmushit be too.
small!Theymu.rtbe niceand sharp!Erika picksup the handkerchief
MEETING.
with itsjagged contentsand carefullylets the splintersslide into a
coatpocket.Thecheap,thin glasshasLeftvery sharp,nastyfragments.
Its whirring whimperofpain war deadenedb_vthe cloth.•

Classical Musicians Throw Pretension To The Wind
BY

MAXScttEININ

Even in the midst of the most technically demanding displays, the
Da Capo Chamber Players tend to remain cool, casual, and unshowy: these guys are virtuosos happy to dispense with theatrics.
But the group's coolness was ultimately :i. detriment to its April
13d' concert at Olin Hall.
The best work on the program was "Stomata" (2004),
by Erin Watson, a Bard graduate of 2000. In the concert notes
Watson explained the piece's program:
''Du.ring the dark reaction of photosynthesis, leaves
absorb carbon dioxide through tiny pores called stomata.
This carbon dioxide reacts with sugars that are stored in the
chloroplasts, splitting it into carbon and oxygen."
That doesn't mean a lot to me,but the piece-a collection
of fidgeting sounds, all pianissimo, all bustling and reacting
to one another-did. A low note in the piano crescendos and
decrescendos, there's a steady tone in the cello, fragments of ideas
in the flute and violin, an irregular tolling followed by high clings
from pitched percussion; little eruptions in the bass clarinet, and
so on. Watson shows an incredible sensitivity to the possibilities
ofinstruments-the
violent snapping pizzicato of the cello, violin
harmonics, the clacking of wind instruments' keys. When all this
busy-ness finally resolves into a major chord-the one and only
in the piece-it's an incredibly surprising and effective ending.
The Da Capo players, joined by percussionist Pablo Rieppi, had
every note under control, but it would have been nice if they'd
played with a rustling energy that matched the piece.
Another Bard student,current senior Michael Gasparik,
had his "LostTrio"(2004) premiered, and pianist Blair McMillen,
violinist David Bowlin, and cellist Andre Emelianoff, ripped into
the work with gusto--this was the one really edgy, energetic
performance of the evening. The piece felt influenced by the darkly
passionate piano trios of Rachmanoniv and Tchaikovsky: the
piano played fat, reverberating chords while the violin and cello
ran up and down the lengths of their instruments. Unfortunately

there wasn't enough material to match the passion-the "Lost
Trio" ultimately felt like a series of screaming arpeggios.
I had huge admiration for the collectedness with which
Megan Stoops came onstage and began Meyer Kupferman's
"Moon.flowers, Baby! A jazz essay for solo clarinet" (1986). And
at first I was also wowed by her perforn:iance: sound came out
of her clarinet so fluidly that the instrument almost seemed to

Another Bard student, current senior Michael
Gasparik,had his "Lost Trio» (2004) premiered,
and pianist Blair McMillen, violinist David
Bowlin, and cellistAndre Emelianoff, ripped into
the work with gusto-this was the one reallyedgy,
energeticperformanceofthe evening. Thepiecefelt
influencedby the darklypassionatepiano trios of
Rachmanoniv and Tchaikovsky:the piano played
fat, reverberatingchordswhile the violin and cello
ran up and down the lengthsoftheir instruments.

be producing the music itself-it didn't sound played. After a
while, though, I wouldn't have minded hearing a note come out
wrong, ifin exchange the playjng had been whinier, or mellower,
or Stoops had stretched individual notes like pieces of taffy.
As far as I could tell, Stoops' performance was perfect;
but I almost wish that she had bad some audible stage jitters,
anything to give the music a spark of real energy. Kupferman,
a prolific composer who lived in Rhinebeck an1 died in 2003,
wrote an insouciant, improvisatory work that's all about the
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clarinet and some possibilities of its timbre (he was a clarinetist).
The instrument turns back flips, gets delightfully soupy and
sentimental, goes down to its low registers for a lugubrious blues
melody. A rhetorical question: What if the clarinet trill and
glissando that opens George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"
was played in-tempo, and came out sounding neither brash nor
cocky?
Gershwin also came to mind during the program's
opening work, Peter Schickele s "A Little Welcome Serenade"
(1975), a suite of five short movements for violin and flute.
Bowlin and Patricia Spencer, respectively,were a lovely, balanced
duo, Spencer generally taking the melody and Bowlin providing
her ballast with double stops. The first movement was the
Gershwin-y one, mostly in its bluesy harmonies, perhaps a bit in
the unwinding, ornamented, sometimes-folksy flute line. Apart
from this fleeting daydream, the piece felt slight.
The final work of the evening, Shirish Korde's "Blue
Topeng," brought onstage a jaw-droppingly beautiful gamelan
orchestra: Balinese percussion' instruments whose sides were
intricately sculpted in (probably not real) gold.1hroughout, the
Da Capo players alternated between their normal instruments
and the gamelan; in addition there were two gamelan soloists,
Desak Made Suarti Laksmi and Tony Waldernan, and an elegant
conductor, Eric Culver, who at various moments would strike an
instrument three or four times to signal a new musical episode.
The first movement was melodically simple, but
fascinating in the way it contrasted the gamelan's endlessly
resonating tones with what suddenly became the hard sounds of
Western instruments. The second was arrhythmic and melodically
irregular, full of misty textures over which the flute .floated eerily.
In a strange coda, the flute, clarinet, violin and cello entered
together, sounding almost like an organ, while Bu Desak sang
a wordless melody, beautifully. The final movement was cheerful,
percussive, and bad some of the flavor of the Eastern-influenced
California composer Lou Harrison.
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A Comic Book Movie Done Right
BY MAXMILLER
I haven't been a big fan of the whole comic book/super hero
movie trend that has struck the movie industry, but when I saw
the trailer for Sin City I got some high hopes for it. I knew it
could either turn out awesome or be utter crap.
The fact that Frank Miller (artist, writer and creator of
the comic book series Sin City} co-directed Sin City with Robert
Rodriguez most likely helped to make sure that this movie, unlike
most other comic book/super hero movies, was true to form of the
comic books. Miller's presence also probably helped the movie
retain a more artlstic image than just a real life recreation of a
comic book super hero story, made only to appeal to mainstream
audiences. In my opinion Sin City does a good job at combining
the two arts of comics and cinema into something that works.
The movie is made up of three stories, each with a
male hero or anti-hero. One story is about a good cop, Hartigan
(Bruce Willis}, in a city of bad apples, whose life is rulned because
he does the right thing and in doing so goes against the system.
The second story is about a monstrous brawler, Marv (Mickey
Rourke), who has been in and out of jail and currently on parole.
He goes to sleep with a beautiful prostitute who treats him like
someone human only to wake up and find her dead in bed. What
follows is a rampage leading to his discovery of an insidious plot.
The third story follows Dwight (Clive Owen), who knows all too
much about the world of Sin City and finds himself involved in
a power play between a gang of mobsters and the reigning gang
of hookers. Interestingly, all three stories are connected by the
women of a strip bar and to a lesser degree by the big bosses of
Basin City. There are some minor interactions between the three
stories, but for the most part they are each their own narratives.
These stories provide constant entertainment and are always
moving forward at a speed that prevents them from becoming
stale.
One thing to note is that this movie is very violent and
definitely not for kids. It should be mentioned, however, that
when I say it is violent I must emphasize that it is beautifully
so. It may be gratuitous, but it is done with a style that must be
appreciated. Please understand: this is violence done well.
The film was shot on a fully digital soundstage, filmed
with black and white digital lighting that allowed Rodriguez
to add color to individual body parts and set pieces in order to
emphasize what the audience should be looking at. How do we
know that a supposedly dead prostitute walking the streets may
not be who she seems? The prostitute was shown with color,
adding emphasis to her lips and hair, while a look-alike is shown
in black and white, without said prescribed beauty. Most of the
time, the only other color we see besides black and white is red,
often emphasizing the blood and violence in the movie. This sort
of style provides us with a1.vesomevisuals that only further draw
us into the world of Frank Miller's Sin City.
The score took aspects from 1940s detective and western

films and amalgamated them with a modern techno
mix in order to keep a noir theme while keeping
today's hard and fast youth intrigued. In some ways
we could consider Sin City a properly modernized
version of film-noir. But to do so would be to err;
we've already recently seen proper recreation of ,
the film-noir style in the Cohen Bros.'s TheMan
Who Wasn'tThere. Rather, Sin City is the proper
integration of the Ftlm-Noir style with comic book
style and modern digital technology. Several of the
shots are taken directly from the comic book and
integrated with the action in a stylistically thrilling
way. Thank heavens it has been done right.
Mickey Rourke does a very good job at
playing Marv, giving one of the more enjoyable
performances.
Bruce Willis also succeeds at
pulling off a good representation of his character,
but one must spec,,µate as to whether or not he
had to actually do much to be convincing in his \
role. Clive Owen fit his role well but it seems as
if his acting was suppressed. Benicio Del Toro did
a fantastic job at playing his usual slime. Elijah
Wood was fantastic as Kevin, and I'm serious when
I say he was really good at standing still with an
ominous stare and a demonic smile. This dose of
Elijah Wood was ,especially refreshing because he
doesn't actually ever talk. Nick Stahl dld an okay
job at playing Rourke Jr., a member of the movie's
villainous family of corrupt authority figures. In
general the men dld a very good job. I wish the
same could be said about the women. In a word,
Jessica Alba was horrible. Thankfully, she's not in
the movie much. Britney Murphy was somewhere
between 'all right,' and 'not great,' but I was still
impressed with her voice acting and the effort she
put in. Rosario Dawson's acting annoyed me a bit,
but it may have just been the personality of her
character. Overall, the acting was mediocre, but it
doesn't spoil the movie at all.
The dell very of lines was particularly well
done by all parties involved. While there were many comedic oneliners this movie was different in that they were totally justified by
the characters and kept under control by good-minded direction.
Delicious lines like, "I'm Shellie's new boyfriend and I'm out of
my mind," send chills of coolness up one's spine. Sometimes these
lines are ridiculously badass, but there is no guilt in enjoying them
because they are entirely justified by the characters and situations;
they aren't just crowd pleasers.
You may not see this movie ever make the Oscars.
In making Frank Miller a co-director for this movie, Robert
Rodriguez slipped on a.little technicality and was forced to leave
the Director's Guild. The talk going around is that he's gotten

,~,,,
..
on the bad side of Hollywood and that they are trying to bury
the movie. The movie has already been trashed by the ew York
Times, The HollywoodReporter,and LA Weekly,though it has
received praise from many other reviewers and publications.
If you haven't seen this movie then go see it. If you·
have already, then I recommend you entertain the idea of seeing
it a second time because there is so much to take in thatyou are
sure to get even more out of it. I know of many people who have
already seen it a third time since its release.

Bloc Party Kills 'Em Live
BY OMER

SHAH

Bloc Party-April 7, 2005: Bowery Ballroom
A few songs into Bloc Party's Thursday night set at
the Bowery Ballroom, lead singer, Kele Okereke taunted, "I don't
care what magazine you are from, you can dance."This isn't the
type of statement I was hoping to have to hear. I was hoping to
hear things ·along the lines of, "you indie fucks sure can dance!"
Or perhaps, "Damn! You indie fucks love -to dance."Those dropping it like it like it was hot were few and far between. This was
surprising because the group had been gaining notoriety in New
York for really strong audience participation. lo other words, the
indie fucks used to dance their asses off at Bloc Party shows: but
at some point before Silent Alarm, their debut album, was released in the States, they became hot shit. Which, to be honest,
they totally deserve, because they are hot shit.
My sister and a fellow observer made our way over to
the Bowery Ballroom on this particularly warm night after we
had some particularly awesome burritos in Union Square. We
breezed past a growing line of ticket-less kids and headed down
the stairs into the barroom of the Bowery. Doors had just opened
and we secured some good spots. The fust opening acts at a lot of
New York City shows, specifically Bowery shows, are really a'."kward because even if the show is sold out you can pretty much
count on no one being there until some point during the second band's set. Fill.ing the dreaded fust slot was Chromeo, who
might be one of the most bizarre groups I've ~een in quite some
time. They are like Daft Punk meets Linkin Park, and while that
does sound really heinous, it wasn't really that bad. They probably
would be pretty much amazing, had I seen them after imbibing
about ten alcoholic beverages, and if the room was packed.
Next up were The Ponys. The Ponys started off really
moody. To be precise, their fust song sounded like a track offThe
Cure's Pomographyalbum. However, The Ponys were for the most
part fucking boring. They didn't utter a single word to the audi. ence. Robert Smith should probably eat them. In total, The Ponys
are something ten drinks would ·not make better. The good news
was, I spotted some of TV on the Radio a couple people away
from me. Also those I didn't spot but were apparently present
were James Iha and some tool from Green Day. They're no David

Bowie, but you know, who cares.
Bloc Party took the stage to the sounds of
50 Cents'latest single, "Candyshop,"which I thought
was really classy. The group then launched into the
fust track off of Silent Alarm, "Like Eating Glass,n
which they executed really tightly. The audience was
pretty tame, as in, no one was moving. The kids next
to us were just standing there taking pictures and
pretty much everyone from the 5th row back could
have been sitting down. They played their single,
"Banquet," rather early in the set (third song I believe). Kele challenged the crowd some more saying,
"I know you have it in you New York." "Banquet" did
manage to get some people moving a bit, but I wasn't
paying all that much attention because that song is
so fucking good. For the rest of the show there were
random pockets of people dancing.
At some point the group started talking
about how they were drunk the other night singing
karaoke with Interpol.I forget exactly what they said.
Anyways, the band started playing a couple seconds
of "Evil" by Interpol, which was funny. They then
gave us a sampling of The Killers' "Mr. Brightside,n
some Radiohead's "Talk Show Host," and Weezer's
"El Schocho"was in there somewhere. At another moment, some
fuck shouted about being excited to see Bloc Party at Cockchella (opps, I mean Coachella). Someone else then shouted that
"Cold play sucks!" Kele then took to the defense of Cold play and
the group then launched into "In My Place" and faced the microphone towards the audience beckoning us to sing; no one did. It
was awkward for them, I guess.
Kele asked who paid the most to get in. Someone paid
200 dollars to get inside. Kele then proceeded to call her a "foot
and then awarded her with his lanyard and laminated pass. He
told her to sell it on E-bay and make some of her money back.
However, I guess paying 200 dollars isn't that surprising if you
really, really, really care about Bloc Party considering that you'll
never see them play a venue this small ever again. Tickets just
went on sale for two more New York shows at the big, skanky,
swanky, Webster Hall in June.
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The group continued and closed the set with the energetic "Helicopters" and the sing along "Little Thoughts." They
returned shortly to play a four song encore. Notably, they played
"Price of Gas" during which Kele would give the microphone to
those in the front to sing the refrain for him: "ls that a fact!? Is
that a fact!?"The fust girl he gave the microphone to didn't know
the words so instead she screamed into the microphone.
In total, Bloc Party as a band were pretty much amazing. They ·were having a lot of fun on stage, which is always refreshing to see. However, the shitty audience prevented this show
from being one of my favorites of the year. I read on the internet
that their second night at the Bowery was the dance party Bloc
Party shows usually are. Whatever. So if you go see Bloc Party,
leave your cell phone camera at home and wear your dancing
shoes. And if you're going to be in the front row, remember the
lyrics are: "Is that a fact!? ls that a fact!?"

_,
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Beck Releases His Inner "White Boy"
BY HENRY CASEY
Imagine you keep a live journal, a popular mass media format
wherein you write a journal on the Internet that everyone can
read. 1magine that after you get dumped, you wrote the most
angsty, heartbroken series of entries anybody ever wrote. For the
entire world to see, you're chronicling the demise of the shared
love, and each day thereafter when you walked around with the
saddest face you ever wore. Imagine it's a couple months later
and all of your friends found this live journal of yours and were
worried that you were going to kill yourself. 1his place you would
find yourself in is about where Beck must have woken up about
three months after Sea Change, his LP about the worst breakup
of all time, was released. So what did he do? Explore further
down that rabbit hole of wallowing he might get buried in? No,
Beck called up some friends (The Dust Brothers, Nigel Godrich,
Jack White and Christina Ricci), and made a happy album to tell
the world that he's still okay. He might be crazy, but he's gonna
survive.
Guero,supposedly Spanish for "white boy," is a retreat
for Beck to more comfortable territory. His refrigerator-magnet
poetry lyrical style from Odelayand Midnight Vulturesis back and
in top form. Take for example these two bars from "Scarecrow"
one of the first songs 1 heard from the album, when it was
played on WXBC (before the album was even released), "carry
zeros over till they add up/ bury tears in the chapters you shut."
The album starts off with a trifecta of poppy exuberance; "EPro,~ "Qµe Onda Guero," and "Girl" are toe tappers with smiles
to spare. Even though they all sparkle with a coating of 8-bit
sampling that seems out of place and outdated, (hell, 8-bit beats
were getting old when Dizzee Rascal rode them to popularity)
the songs will still catch your ear like a fish on the wrong end of
a hook.
If not for the production values and the guest
appearances, both from the friends listed above, the lyrics would
have definitely placed Cuero closer to the darker side of Beck's
career. "Girl," which I'm betting is going to be the next single,
is the strongest example of production-over-lyrics on the album.
The track floats along with the mellowest melody that you could
think Beck could have copped from the Beach Boys' playbook.
But upon inspection of the lyrical content you'll find yourself
surprised, much like when parents played the shock-value card

when they claimed if you played "Stairway to Heaven" in reverse,
you'd hear a subliminal message belt out "HailSatan!" Qµoting
Beck behind the happy go lucky guitars and the lovely chorus
("1 saw her, my summer girl") of"Girl:" "And I know I'm gonna
make her die / take her where her soul belongs / and I know I'm
gonna steal her eye / nothing that I wouldn't try." Maybe this
is a small mark of Beck's sustained frustration over his breakup,
I can't say for sure. It's creepier than Tom Delay any day of the
week. The usual suspect responsible for this creepy standout song
is Nigel Godrich, Radiohead iibcr-producer; this was the only
track Godrich worked on for the whole album, and you certainly
can tell.
Another distinguishing touch to the album is the fact
that this might be one of the first albums where the Deluxe version
was something that the artist was entirely behind as opposed to it
being a pl~>yfrom the industry to sell more copies that are more

expensive. Beck's added 7 extra songs on the main CD in
addition to a neat SO-page color book with the lyrics to the album
surrounded by all sorts ofBeck~ish art. All of these extra songs
are worth trying to findersion, especially the Riiyksopp "Still
Missing" remix of the song "Missing," which takes the original
song to an. even more haunting level. Also, theres a bonus DVD
composed of a video remix of the album by artist D:Fuse. Sadly
you'd have to either be a die-hard Beck fan or an Integrated Arts
major to appreciate it, as it's the album with weird digital effects
on top of it. I might leave it on in the background of my room
for no apparent reason, as it does not captivate your attention
but rather, it looks cool. If you decide not to purchase the deluxe
copy, download the bonus songs off of your local hub. No matter
what though, pick up Guero,it's definitely worth your time.

Common Drops Hot Shit On 'Em
Frenzied rushfar washcloth ensues
BY NoAttWEsToN

beat succeeds, Common
triumphs, and it makes a
great
first full song, but raises
Note: This review is of a leaked copy, and while no ridiculous
the
bar
higher than Kanye
sweeping changes will likely occur by the time the album is
can handle for the rest of
officially released, a discrepancy or two isn't unreasonable.
the album. That is not to
say,
however, that the album
How could Common recover from the popular outrage
qualitatively plunges after
-over his last album, the eccentric Electric Circus? Distancing
himself from anything the typical listener could deem avant garde, the second track. Because
Com takes a cautious posture on BE. While he kills it lyrically, Common comes so damn
correctly, such a dee.line
1 can't help but feel that he's restrained himself. For a man who
doesn't even seem possible,
could craft an artful rap about shoe horns, he opts to work with
the ground he laid on Like Waterfor Chocolatealmost five years but beatwise, neither Kanye,
nor his usually more adept
ago, celebrating the good, indicting the bad, and examining
elder Jay Dee provide much
the tension between the two. As a result, BE feels refreshingly
excitement to match the
comfortable, yet not devoid of edge, like the lap of a grandfather
sheer fucking wonder of
clad in leather chap . Fine, that is a poor ,analogy, but the first part
Commons presentation.
holds.
As much as one
Typically beginning strong on his albums, Common
could
rant
about the beats,
really ignites things early, using a solid beat and a superb verse to
Common makes BE what it
introduce his newest project. From there, the album takes a slight
is with the kind of affecting
dip, if only in terms of novelty, when "Corners"begins its opening
city
vignettes he perfected
rumble. From a marketing stand-point, it might make sense to
since his last effort. On "Real
hook people with a familiar track, but it isn't as if Common has
People," one of Kanye's rare
any subsequent filler, or at least so I thought until I heard the
triumphs, Common depicts
third song, "Go." Apparently, Kanye forgot that he was producing
those whom he has seen
fj r Common, and not Soul for Real, so be felt satisfied with the
and cnt1CJzes
horrendous chorus, "Go,go, go, go, go, and on the count ofthree/go, struggling
go, go, go, go, and on the count ofthree/go,go, go, go, go, 011 the count the overbearing forces that
ofthree,everybodyrun back to yourfantasy.'' As one would expect, strain them. Eloquently, he
describes,
Common intercedes to dean up the ensuing vomit, although the
"1he weary cursing the sky/
taste and smell still linger.
Talki11gto themselves/Giving
"Go" aside, Kanye tends to frame rather than hinder
their versions of 'Why1/Help
Common's efforts, and does little to heighten the quality of his
a11dhurt in their eye/I live
tracks. Whereas producers on Com's previous work enabled him
across
from it, some ofit I do
to make full-bodied collaborations, Kanye's beats, utterly decent
be in/ I be showing niggas'lives like UPN." Were UPN only this
at best, lack the necessary character and life to do that. As a result,
moving, the last line might be more than a clever quip, since
we're left with a phenomenal rapper and stuff in the background
nothing televised really matches what Common brings on this
that doesn't interfere too much with his performance. Perhaps
Kanye could have really brought something out of those beats, album (Mo'esha could still get it back in junior high, though).
With little difficulty, prominent rappers can drown in
but then again, he made them, and when this album drops, its
their
own
on-record personality, whether they moved a million or
cover will feature Common's face, and not that of a man in a bear
a thousand records. Such has rarely been·the case for Common,
suit.
In some cases, Kanye dramatically ups his game to a who simply makes great rap about himself and his world without
casting himself as a prophet like Nas recently, or ceaselessly
level befitting Com mo n's stellar lyrics, like on the aforementioned
expounding on his own greatness as Jay has for the last few
"Corners," a tremulous tour through the Chicago streets. The
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years. Unlike them, and many other giants in the rap industry,
Common imbues his words with e.-qierience, not just bravado
and aggression, and puts to shame any misconceptions about the
emotional limitations of his medium. Once you hear BE, before
or after it drops, I'm sure you'll agree that Common merits your
money, your time, and your love.

BE dropsMay 24th 011 GejfenRecords.
It will be availableat recordstoresboth tangibleand digital.
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Tilne to do some Spring

Prisoner seeks communication with student activists and community organizers
interested in prison reform and social
·ustice. Please contact: Ronald
Davidson, #76Al 166, P.O. Box 700, 700
Qiick Road, Wallkill, NY 12589-0700
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The _Drab Report
by
Tom Mattos

I was out on the handball court with Marshall.·Our ball
!ier~~ioi~es,wJ1~tC<:?~titutes~ffensiv;:lpee~h? On~ college campus,-doei/the responsibillty lie ·vvithth~~> went over the fence (as it does) and into the neighboring
court. A boy a little older than me, but younger in grade
adm-ini.stratton?Studentgovernment?
The student body? Or perhaps we should step back for a moment: is
(so it goes) who looked like a blown sparkplug crossed
even in the_in.ter~t~of a coUeg~Jodeclart some speechpermissible,and soriiespeesh·off-limits? ' . _ . ❖ , with a kiwi in some awful alchemy took our ball and
·•Bard-C9ll¥geh,as~eplied in the affirmative the last question, On ~ c~_pus that prizes it,t;elfasa:: · launched it into the parking lot. We rold him he was an
haven free.ihought{w-Wcheirenadvertises itself as suchl.some speech is.allo-ry:ed:'And.,.some
p:; asshole and went and got the ball. When their ball came
over they told us to give it back to them. I said fuck no I'm
. · ,. FIRE, riatioria:1-tDP1:.zPa¢~an
organizatiohtltatmonitors the status off ree speec~}nAmerican
not getting your fucking ball, you can come over and get
. er ~#-q\f!-o.n,yse~_.acokir~dlight'gra(llng system to evaluate the relationshipbetween speechandthe aqmiµir
it yourself you fucking prick (again, it's what I may have
,..traJ~§n;
9.rtsp{dficcafppus~
~ "r~d)ighf'indicates t~at a,schoolh.asadopted p9}tcy,_that
said) and then Nick Sabatino (he cuts hair down the block
1_lh.
now, and he's very bad at it) came through a hole in the
tt1~Jpeart~\all-~pif~Ji'
ii ,allowed,·~a,r~,
a;.
fence and pushed me so I pushed him back, and then he
llgp.t1schobI:A4mttteqly;¥(~,Y.(: not,alone)n_thJs case/the vast majO.t!tyof coll~ge.~
;n<i.t1m.vers1ti,~sai.-~Al$()r
said to pick the ball up and give it to him. Marshall was
about to pick it up and I told him ifhe did Id beat the shit
out of him (serious, like) and then Sabatino cracked me in
the face. lt-didn t hurt at all, for I was used to being hit in
the head much harder.
I could not, to this day, figure out why Sabatino
hit me. And then, on this day, I realized it had everything
to do with Halloween in eighth grade. The most uncool
thing about playing football wa.s that you had practice on
Halloween, which went until dark. It seriously killed your
night of rampant adolescence, of becoming a demon, a
hellraiser, a delinquent. Yet it was also a source of pride:
instead of beating the shit out of fifth graders on Mrs.
McGillicutty's front lawn, we got to beat the fuck out of
one another. As captain of the team, though, I made sure
behav.ion.t a private institution, speech thatsimpiy threatens·thls;aws quo, or speech thafapJ:i~~r~.offensive} to take my own personal attendance.
not here? Coach Greenblatt asked me,
oclywhen i;emoveci
f tomail context,
i{pre>tected'.A
consi~tipg
<>.fstgdentsJ
iclm.in-' on the way-Who's
into the locker room.
istrators should ff.Catethis code.The code shoylcl tqeh,p_e:v9ted
the stu~en~ body apprpviiJ..-Th;i,F-the,
-Scimecca, I replied. And Sabatino.
student body be the final decision-makerin this process crucial:Plainly put, the administration must have .
The next day the coaches said nothing of their
no role in determining precisely what constitutes harassment. We strongly believe· that if the administratio;i. ···• absence. Neither did anyone else. Everyone knew the
were to play such a role, the free speech code's creation would be seized upon as another opportt.:mfry
to rest.tjct,:
•-- deal--and don't think it was one of those everyoneknows-but-them type tilings-I'm pretty sure they knew.
speech.
Greenblatt rotated them one after th.e other on Scout
The urgency of this matter can hardly be overstated,for it cuts to the coreofw4at ~dt1~atjon~h~u@ Offense against the first team defense, putting them in at
fullback (a position neither of them ever played). Their
be about.The mere affi.rmatlon oflong-standing and unchecked thought is
educatiof1~
blockers wouldn't block, the handoffs were never quite in
ly counterproductive. In the past we have used this space to comment on the ~ays thatideologfJtBfu:d
the breadbasket, and the eleven of us hammered them one
to homogenize and preclude space for learned and irnpassjoned disagreement. Creating a free speech code:·
after the other, not only spearing them with our helmets
would severely weaken this trend 1 as well as transform the college's position from that of apathetic followerof
and piling on after the tackle, but punching them in the
a pathetic national pattern into a torchbearer for free speech on campus.
'
ribs, nuts, kidneys. Push off and never help him up, when
the coach isn't looking knock him down again, when the
coach is looking knock him down harder. When he fumTHE EDlTORS.
bles the ball ignore it and crack him in the chin, if someone else gets him f1rst get the ball, jump over his dead
body and run until the coach blows the whistle.
We never let up on him, not even after he started crying with his elbows all fouled and bloody, pretending at a season-crippling injury to his shoulder. If he had
taken it like a man and fought back we might have let him
rejoin the herd. From then on we had to ignore him. At
So far, so good, I suppose. Except that one wonders: why is this
BY LEN GUTKIN
the time I thought he was a spineless worm. I guess I was
Rebecca's problem? Don't worry. Ms. Villiers makes that perfectly
mistaken; he was a spineless worm with a capacity for
The Student Judiciary Board is a laughable kangaroo court, and it clear:
revenge.
should either draw up a rigorous set of guidelines based upon the
After Sabatino hit me in the head I stormed off
"Rather than demanding... that the party be broken up, that [the
time-tested principles of American law and due process, or disand began plotting, finally making it home and telling my
offending
guest
j's
farther
consumption
of
alcohol
be
prevented
or
that
he
band immediately and relinquish its dubious authority. As it now
mother, which was a great mistake. She told my dad, of
stands, the SJB refuses any transparency, releasing at the end of be escortedaway from other membersofthe communityyou choseto
course,
and they raised the roof over the whole incident.
each year an utterly insubstantial sketch of cases and rulings that support and tacitly condonehis behavior by accompanyinghim. The
My dad dropped his rake, went inside and opened the
board
views
this
as
responding
with
complacency
to
actions
that
were
reads like some doctored and attenuated article in Pravda. A series
phone book. Next thing I know he's in his car driving over
of disastrously stupid rulings from last year would, had any mech- highly inappropriateand emotionallydestructiveto other membersof
to Sabatino's mother's house to kick the shit out of him. If
your
chosen
community."
anism of transparency e,xisted, have enraged the campus to the
memory serves me correct which it obviously won't
point of open revolt: but like the workings of a closed military tribecause
there are far too many holes in this plot, the situbunal on some far-off island, the Board protects itself by its invis- In other words, Rebecca Giusti suffered the delusion that she was
ation was diffused after my mother made me promise to
a
student
and
not
a
police
officer.
Instead
of
physically
restraining
ibility. Claiming that the vulnerability of the plaintiffs and defentell my principal about the incident. Part of me agreed: fry
dants requires their anonymity, the Board opens its hearings to the the guest, she remained with him-according to her, not in order
the
bastard. The better half of me knew I was violating the
try
public only if all parties agree, and forbids tape recorders or legal to "tacitly condone" his behavior, but to keep tabs on him, to
basic law of respectable behavior. Part of me knew that I
and
limit
the
damage
he
might
cause.
According
to
Rebecca,
representation. And a speedy trial? Forget it: SJB cases take
could have the kid hung up by the balls by my principal,
everyone else had abandoned the guest, and she wanted to make
months to reach their conclusions; the accused are strong-armed
because at the time I was the class president, and had
sure he didn't leave her sight so that she could monitor his behavand lied to by administrators who often act more as prosecution
straight As not to mention I was a member of the boy
than anything else; and a tone of idiotic self-righteousness per- ior and, with luck, steer him back to her boyfriend's room and
scouts. A great part of me now thinks I should have fought
contain him. I'd say that's pretty damned brave. She could have
vades all of the Board's discourse.
tooth and nail, over the top, risking it all, because, as the
just
let
the
guy
wreak
who-knows-what
havoc
across
the
campus,
As pitiful exemplification, I'd like to recall last year's case
class
president, I could have dodged the zero tolerance
against Rebecca Giusti. She was called before the Board when her but she did everything in her power to control and restrain him,
policy and, if I played my cards right, kicked his teeth out
short of physical assault. And for this action-motivated by noth.boyfriend, also a Bard student, let a guest onto campus who, by all
in the process.
accounts, got very drunk and shouted hateful racial epithets across ing if not "social responsibility and the moral imperative"The next day I walked down the hallway in a
the quad. Rebecca, needless to say, was not impressed with her Rebecca was tried and found guilty of "violations of community
haze of indecision, and after being stopped by my adminstandards"
by
the
Student
Judiciary
Board.
The
lesson
is
this:
if
a
boyfriend's guest's behavior, and in no way encouraged or joined
istrator was informed that my mother had already called
his hate speech. In meetings with Erin Cannan, she was promised drunken non-Bard-student is behaving inappropriately, don't try
the school. They didn't quite hang him up by the balls, but
and do anything: just leave. Nothing like guilt-by-association to
that she would not be penalized and that she was not in any trouthey made us go to mandatory "mediation" and then they
ble-she must simply serve as a witness to that night's events. turn a well-meaning act into a sinister racist conspiracy. The kid
removed him from school for about two weeks. During
Ahem. When all was said and done, Rebecca Giusti was forced to wasn't event her guest!
the "mediation" session I sat in a cramped office toe to toe
So
what
now?
First,
Rebecca
is
owed
an
apology
by
the
write an apology letter and to take part in a tutorial entitled-I'm
with
him while a wiry, curly- haired Ombudsman took
not kidding- Social Responsibility and the Moral Imperative." SJB and Erin Cannan. She should be officially cleared of any
notes. -If I knew your dad was coming ro my house I
wrongdoing.
But
more
broadly,
her
case
should
make
it
clear
that
What follows is an excerpt from the SJB's ruling, written by
would have hit him in the head with. a baseball bat, Nick
the SJB guidelines need a serious overhaul. An e.xplicitset of dueKimberly Villiers:
told me. -If you hit my father·in the bead with a baseball
process and transparency rules must be established, as well as some
bat, I would have killed you. After that revelatory "mediaclear rights-of-the-accused. The public must be made more gen"DearRebecca,
tion'' I often saw him sitting in the detention room and
The boardwouldfirst like to impressuponyou how serious erally aware of the actions of the SJB. A single bare-bones report
even waved at him as they took him on his forced walk
released.itt the end of the year is not sufficient. A student run court
the events ofthat night were. It was clearfrom the statementsand tesaround the school once every two days as a substitute for
is
a
fine
idea,
but
like
courts
in
the
"real
world,"
its
power
must
be
timoniesofall involved that the incidentwas consideredharmlessand
his gym class. My administrator a Ms. Gila Gevint, called
even humorous.The residentsofWolffand the resident PC... do not rigorously cl1ecked and delimited. We don't need anyone else to
me into her office later that week and commended me on
suffer
what
Rebecca
has.
agree with this sentiment in any capacity.Several of the residents
my "honorable handling of the situation." I turned red all
expressedseriousfeelings ofintimidation and the PC felt the safety of
over and wishing she'd admonish me for defending
her dorm was t/Jreatenedto S11ch
an extent that she contactedsecurity.•
myself.Then she died of cancer.
If afight can be this complicated, what is a war?
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In Defense of 11Papa
BY MICHAEL

BAKER

Although it may.strike one as odd that a student at a college also known as the "Most
Godless College in the United States" would
step forward ,2-nddefend religion, hold on, here
l go. The recent passing of Pope John Paul IT
has, for the most part, been greeted at Bard
with exclamations of"thank God." The lingering suspicion that such statements betray a lack
of analysis, as well as my angry Irish-Catholic
heritage, compel me to respond to these secular "alleluias." Although I am not a trained
theologian or an expert in church history,
growing up in a liberal Catholic household as
the son of a former Roman Catholic seminarian has given me a unique view on the Papacy
of John Paul IT.
Ye_s,Pope John Paul II was pro-life,
anti-homosexual, anti-contraception, mildly
misogynistic, and anti-divorce. It is far too
easy to fall prey to the alluring ease of ;eductionism and completely lose sight of any good
things he accomplished. Aside from the negatives listed above, he was also one of the most
influential advocates for the poor, the
oppressed, and human rights of all peoples. As
Pope, he was in a class by himself. This little
eighty-five year-old man logged almost threequarters of a million miles in travel (though
not exclusively in the Pope Mobile). This travel record alone makes him an oddity as the
leader of a multi-millennial organization that
had existed before him as if in a hermetically
sealed bubble. Furthermore, he was the first
non-Italian to hold the Papacy in almost 500
years. Dios mio, a Pope that's a Pole! Hold the
meatballs and pass the kielbasa!
Bardians who find glee in trashing
President Reagan's career will be pleased to
hear that many historians believe that Reagan
didn't end Communism in Russia single handedly. Another prime mover didn't even have an
army: Pope John Paul II. During his papacy he
visited his homeland, then Soviet occupied
Poland, much to the consternation of
Communist officials. During a historic homily,John Paul stressed the inseparable connection between the Polish people and
Catholicism. This speech emerged as a rallying point for the huge population of CatholicPoles, who had been denied the right to worship by Soviet decree. Newfound solidarity
created unrest in the satellite states, ultimately
helping Mikhail Gorbachev come to power.
Gorbachev's reforms ultimately had the effect
of ending the Cold War. Gorbachev himself
stated, "it would have been impossible without
the Pope." Just think, words accomplished
what some thought might require placing
nuclear warheads in space.
He took many stances that would
make your average liberal Bardian stand and
cheer. At the outset of Operation Iraqi

Freedom, he was one of the harshest critics of
President George W. Bush. (Ironically, Bush is
the first US President to attend a Papal funeral-the motives of such an action could alone
be the subject of another article.) John Paul
built a political resume that most politicians
would die for. Here's just a taste of the late
Pope's travel destinations:
Dominican
Republic, Mexico, Bahamas, Poland, Ireland,
United States, Turkey, Zaire, Congo, Kenya,
Ghana, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast France
Brazil, West Germany, Philippines'. Guam:
Japan, Pakistan, Nigeria, Benin, Gabon,
Equatorial Guinea, Portugal, Great Britain,
Argentina, Switzerland, San Marino, Spain ...
and that was just during his fust five years of a
twenty-six year pontificate! He strove to create
ties with almost all world religions; extended
an olive branch to Protestant and Eastern
Orthodox denominations; apologized to Jews
for the Holocaust; and promoted the Christlike virtues of peace, tolerance, justice, and forgiveness in all nations. Forgive me for gushing,
but it's all in the name of balance.
What about the Vatican's cool reaction to the child abuse scandals, you ask? •
Here's the part where I don the mask of a conspiracy theorist. The cause of the muted reacT
tion was dependent on two factors: the
age/frailty of John Paul and the influence of
conservative, doctrinaire officials in th.e Curia.
As with any _largeorganization, it is inevitable
that there will be a spectrum of opinions.
These church officials,who surround the Pope,
are usually Bishops who also play the role of
counselor to the Pontiff, much like the Cabinet
of the President. These conservative advisors
could have increasingly influenced Pope John
Paul, weakened by advancing Parkinson's disease, constant travel, and the demands of being
the "Vicar of Christ." So my thought is that
when the child abuse scandal broke, the "cabinet" had plenty of opportunities to drag their
feet and downplay the breadth of the issue
when advising the Pope. I believe that if the
scandal had happened twenty years earlier, we
would have seen a more dramatic and swift
response from a more independent Pope John
Paul ll.
And now for the million-dollar
question: who will it be when the word comes
from the Sistine Chapel: "Habemus Papam!"
(We have a Pope!) John Paul II laid the
groundwork for further, mor,e dramatic
changes to one of the largest religions in the
world. I truly hope that the next Pontiff will
continue in the expansive,yet inclusive spirit of
Pope John Paul II. Personally, I'm waiting for
"Pope Madness Brackets" to emerge, filled with
papal candidates all hoping to be the next
"Successor of St. Peter." So far, the media has
had trouble even coming up wit4 the "Sweet
Sistine! Qye sera sera.

Is the Pope Catholic?
Well,he shouldn'tbe
BY NOAH WESTON
Undoubtedly, you've either faced or avoided
the deluge of media coverage concerning the
Pope's declining health, his demise, and now
the question of who will take the reins. That
decision, similar to all decisions made during
the Kennedy presidency lies with the Catholic
Church. Each Cardinal will make his way to
Rome, where they will confer to choose a successor to John Paul II, the globally renowned
foe of poverty, warfare, and condomfare. Once
they have more than a two-thirds consensus
the Cardinals can issue their traditional whit~
smoke signal and end the stare of utter popelessness that has seized Catholics everywhere.
Curiously enough, John Paul II was
bor~ Karol Jozef Wojtyla. If you cannot tell,
thats a Polish name, fitting for an equally
Polish man. For the Catholic Church, Wojtyla
represented a departure from the usual Italian
brand of popery, which leaves many wondering
whether the Church \vill proceed against tradition once more, either in terms of doctrinal
beliefs or ethnicity of the pope-to-be. Among
the well-known candidates for the position are
figures such as the Nigerian Archbishop,
Francis Arinze, a man as religiously strident as
he is unlikely to· get the job because of his skin
color, and Buenos Aires Archbishop, Jorge
Mario Bergoglio, who kind of looks like John
Malkovich
in
a
little
red
hat.
Certainly, these men and their colleagues all have desirable papal qualities, but ro
you, and to anyone in the College of Cardinals,
I recommend that for its next leader, the
Catholic Church select an unorthodox sort of
man-a Jewish one. That's right, I'm nominating myself to be the next pope, and I'll do anything to realize this ambition, provided it doesn't involve converting to Christianity. With
your help and your faith, I can make the
Catholic Church an instrument of spiritual
healing second only to the wind chime in its
potency.
My qualifications for the position
may seem limited compared to other prospects.
As far as theological studies go, I have only
taken one class, Religious Foundations of
Western Civilization, with Jacob Neusner and
Bruce Chilton. When it comes to languages, I
rate well above average as a writer and speaker
of English. To many, I may also represent the
betrayal and murder of Jesus Christ, but let's be
honest, how much of Christianity has to do

Educating Hypocrites
The end ofprogress
BY ANDRES
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with him, anyway? Not enough to keep me
from donning my enormous hat and assuming
my proper station as the father confessor.
What can I offer to the Catholics of
the world, and perhaps even the countless hellbound unbelievers? Fust, you needn't worry
about my position on contraceptives. I wholeheartedly support the use of condoms and
other means of preventing pregnancy and the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases, provid·ed you accompany them with furry animal costumes, preferably with tails (but I won't be too
dogmatic about that). Next, I would allow
priests to marry-but only the gay ones, so as
to prevent the emergence of a race of super
clergy, whom popes of old so wisely sought to
curtail, if only a bit half-assedly. Additionally,
this enables my subsequent plan to protest executions by encircling the death rows of the
world in giant circles of gay, husbanded priests,
crowding out bloodlust with manlust.
As if my Church won't already be
amazing, I promise yet another benefit in sup-.
porting my papal ascent. Under me, the
Catholic Church will at last mend the rift
between Christianity and Judaism, created
when Jews didn't want to accept Jesus as their
savior. I will fust disseminate pamphlets in
churches that explain all the good that Jews
have done for Catholics, from representing
them legally to validating animal costume
fetishes. If these pamphlets somehow fail in
eroding centuries of paranoia and 'Ffsentrnent,
I will have only a few resorts remaining, one of
them being my Vatican pool party, to which I
will invite both the Jews and the Catholics,
without telling them. At fust, they will happen
upon each other at the snack table, a comic surprise that leads into ensuing interfaith hi-jinks.
By the end of a game of pool volleyball,Jews
and Catholics will be best friends, and live in a
perpetual prosperity threatened only by polytheism.
As my father once told me," oah, if
you eat those berries, you're going to shit bad
for hours." And shit I did, but sometimes
progress is hard to stomach. The Catholic
Church must take one last gulp, and make the
sensible choice, electing me, Noah Weston, as
the next pope, whom the Church will equip
with as many secret Catholic laser guns of the
future as I desire.

ZAMBRANO

On Monday mornings, after my Economics
class, I have ten minutes to get to my next
class, a theater class at the Fisher Center. I used
to try to be there on time ... I still do, but now
I ask myself, "why?"
We meet on Mondays. We didn't
meet the fust week because classes start on
Tuesdays. The next Monday my professor didn't show up. The next class she was there and
we talked about everybody's favorite movies
and plays for around three hours. We were listing and not analyz.ing. Everybody was shooting the shit, including her. The class had twenty students and to me they all seemed uncomfortable and bored. After twenty minutes I
realized that my professor had nothing to say
or share, and that she was trying to kill time.
Last week my professor didn't show up again
due to illness. One class costs $170.
The incident that really sparked my
anger: during one of my classes someone fell
asleep on a blue bed for the whole last hour.
My professor noticed him but decided to
ignore him. I couldn't ignore him. He was distracting to me. Is this a privilege that you get
when you pay $40,000? Then I'm glad I'm on
Fmancial Aid.
I have been at Bard for five years and
maybe I've just turned bitter; however, I don't
think my professor should be absent as much
as she has been (especially when we meet only
once a week). 1 want her to be prepared so sit-

ting through class is less painful. Most students in that class seem not to care. Our work
reflects our commitment. I'm not insulting my
classmates because I respect them and consider them to be extremely smart and talented.
However, can students care when the professor
lacks interest? Are we being provided with
enough material? This class is a requirement
for theater majors and sometimes I wonder
how or why. What is the function of this class?
So far I have learned nothing by attending this
class and a four-credit class means each student has invested $3,740. Homework becomes
meaningless and attendance is punishment.
When I'm prepared, the professor is absent, or
we sit around and talk about shopping for
three hours, or we all look bored ·and sleepy.
The course description made the
class out to be interesting and engag,ing,but so
far I have not read, seen, or discussed any of the
content promised in the original description.
Empty prornises?This course is a requirement.
The Theatre Department should reevaluate its
requirements and examine those classes that
are failing to provide the education needed.
This class does not reflect the department;
however, other potential students should see it
as a warning sign.
On the other hand, I have missed ·
my Economics class twice this semester. We
meet twice a week and every time I miss a class
I'm losing S85. What is the value of education
in our society when we don't realize the things
we have, the things we waste, and the atrocities
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The New Em_goria
The LessonsofF R'sDeath
BY MATT

Attention, ~ard Bloggers

Wordsofconfession,caution, aiid appreciation

ROZSA

BY $COTT SIEGEL

As Americans acknowledge (or fail to acknowledge) the 60th anniversary of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's death on April 12, 2005, it is important that we
recognize the significance of that event. After all, Roosevelt's untimely departure did
more than mark the passing of an era. It also forced a previously complacent public
to pay attention to two aspects of the presidency and vice presidency that had been
previously overlooked-namely, the necessity that our presidents remain forthright
about their physical and mental health, and the equal importance of our vice presidents to be of the quality required in a man who might someday assume the responsibilities of the most powerful position in the world.
When Franklin Roosevelt ran for President in 1944, he did so claiming
that Americans should not "switch horses in mid-stream"-a reference to the fact
that World War TI was still being fought throug_houtthe globe, and that it was perceived as being essential to maintain constant leadership in such a time of crisis. His
Republican opponent, New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey, ran on a platform
that largely endorsed the dom.estic and international policies of Franklin Roosevelt,
but which claimed that no president should serve for sixteen years. He further
argued that President Roosevelt himself was gravely ill, and might not even be able
to complete a fourth term if reelected. In response to this, President Roosevelt
waged a vigorous campaign that included a three-hour drive through New York
City during a vicious thunderstorm. The end result was that the American people
gave President Roosevelt a solid majority with which to resume the duties of office,
delivering for him 36 of 48 states (432 electoral votes to 99) and 25,611,936 votes
to 22,013,372 (55% to 45%). President Roosevelt had his mandate.
He also had hypertension, heart disease, left ventricular cardiac failure,
and severe bronchitis. This was the diagnosis that had been given to the President
in March 1944 after dissatisfaction with the assessment of his regular physician,
Vice Admiral Ross T. McIntire, caused the _Rooseveltsto seek a second opinion. The
man who examined President Roosevelt at Bethesda Naval Hospital was a cardiologist named Dr. Howard G. Bruenn, who recommended that FDR be given digitalis, put on a diet, and obtain lots of bed rest. We are unaware as to whether any of
this information ever reached President Roosevelt's ears, but we do know that if it
did, he disregarded it. Less than a month before the election, Dr. McIntire
annow1ced that Roosevelt's health was "perfectly OK," and failed to allude to the
sometimes heated controversy within the White House as to the state of the president's health. When President Roosevelt finally died of a cerebral hemorrhage, he
had served for less than three months of his fourth term, and Americans were thrust
under the leadership of a new and unfamiliar quantity.
It is fortunate that the horse to whom we switched in mid-stream was
Harry S. Truman, because history has shown that he was the perfect man for the
time. The story goes that the news of his ascension was broken to him in Eleanor
Roosevelt's study, where she stepped forward and said, "Harry, the President is
dead." Shocked, President Truman's first reaction was to ask if there was anything he
could do to assist Eleanor and the Roosevelt family.Her reply: "Is there anything we
can do for you? For you are the one in trouble now."And indeed he was. The war in
Europe was winding down quickly enough, but the Asian theater was still being
fought with great vigor, the atomic bomb was nearing completion, and the San
Francisco Conference, whicll would play an integral role in determining the structure of the United Nations, was a mere thirteen days away.
Yet Truman had the intelligence and strength to make all of the right
decisions, both in dealing with immediate crises and later ones. His achievements in
foreign policy alone were vital. It was he who made the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan, bringing a swift end to the war and saving hundreds of thousands
of lives; he who created the Truman Doctrine, establishing international resistance
to Communist aggression and guaranteeing aid to nations resisting Communist
control; he who displayed humanitarian insight through actions such as helping
Western Europe regain its economic vitality through the Marshall Plan, and recognizing the newly-formed Jewish state oflsrael; he who helped establish NATO and
other foreign aid programs in order to solidify the military alliances against the
Soviet Union; and he who spent the last years of his second term waging war in
Korea, helping to keep South Korea free from a dictatorial regime, and making
abysmally unpopular but vital decisions such as firing the insubordinate General
Douglas MacArthur. In addition, his attempts at domestic reform, even those that
an overwhelmingly hostile Congress failed to pass, nevertheless show an understanding of the liberal reforms that this country needed, and can still be appreciated more than half a century later. These revolved mainly around his much-trumpeted "Fair Deal" proposals, which included civil rights legislation a repeal of the antiunion Taft-Hartley Act, a farm program that would have emphasized high-income
for agricultural workers and low-prices, increased federal aid to education and Social
Security, and a federal housing program. The ideological backbone of this agenda is
primarily derived from the same philosophy that drove the New Deal, but it was
Truman's perpetuation of these themes that helped preserve the dominance of
Rooseveltian liberalism for another three decades.
Yet
history
could
easily
have
been
quite
different.
At the time Frap]<lin Roosevelt sought the Democratic Party's nomination for president in 1944, the man serving ,as Vice President was Henry Agard
Wallace. Born in 1888 into a prominent Iowa family,Wallace distinguished himself
as a youth in the 1920s by developing a successful hybrid seed corn, using the profits to found a major seed company known as Pioneer Hi-Bred. A brilliant geneticist, statistician, and agriculturalist, Wallace spent much of the 1920s trying to
spread wealth to the poorer farming communities, a passion that he undertook with
what sometimes amounted to a religious zealotry. He was not the only Wallace to
hold a passion for agriculture - his father was a liberal Republican who had served
as Secretary of Agriculture under'Fresidents Warren Harding and Calvin Coolidge,
and his grandfather had helped found Wallace'sFarmer, a prominent ,Midwestern
farming journal. However, he was the first Wallace to be able to turn a noble ideology into a productive program when Franklin Roosevelt appointed him as Secretary
of Agriculture in 1933 and gave him unprecedented power within that department.
It was power that Wallace put to good use. In 1933 nearly one-quarter of
tl1e American people still lived on farms, and farmers had been particularly hard-hit
by the Great Depression. Thus, one of the first things Wallace did when he came to
power was propose the institution of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
which paid farmers not to produce as much as they had before so as to raise farm
income. The Administration helped to greatly alleviate tl1e plight of tl1e American
farmer nntil the Supreme Court struck it down in 1936, but Wallace had many other
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I have been reading the biogs of two specific Bard
students, whom I do not know personally, since the
beginning of 2003, when I was a high school senior.
I read them with some regularity, usually
once every week or so. After being on campus long
enough, I have figured out who both these students
are, but I am not acquainted with either one, and if
they know who I am it is only in passing. They probably do not know my name.
Imagine you are a prospective student.
When you first visited Bard, it was the summer after
your junior year in high school. The campus was
empty, your parents scoffed at every flyer, and the tour
guide admitted he didn't really care for the college.
You thought you'd love Bard; everything you'd heard
and read made it seem like it was built for you and
you thought you'd get there and it would just fit. But
that didn't happen.
So you go to www.bard.edu, hoping to find
real students and their opinions of the college.
Dozens of links preser1t themselves on the site, and
you go through each and every one looking for honest answers.
Maybe you click to inside.bard.edu, and
from there to student clubs, to a club site, to a member profile, to a member homepage. Or maybe you
wind up on the student server, on the links to student
websites, meticulously opening each one, looking foi:
life.
Or maybe you type "Bard College" into
Google, and two pages after the link to a Suicide
Girl--the one who thinks Bard's "the shit" because of
SILK and Drag Race and the Punk Rock Prom-you
find a sophomore talking about his/her liberal arts
education like it was out of a Camus novel or a
Gilliam film.
Imagine you've done all this, and found
enough bloggers to max out a 200-level lit class.
Out of all of these student sites you find
two that stand out. Their layouts catch your eye, and
the writing is better than average. They don't talk
about their pet peeves, or relationships, or movies
they've seeh, or things that they want. More importantly, they do talk about Bard, which is all you were
really hoping for.
You find their posts witty and reflective
filled with anecdotes and allegories. The two students are enthusiastic about the school, and for this
reason they're unabashedly critical of its weaknesses.
Your optimism is reinvigorated, and when you visit
Bard for the second time it's the Spring semester and
the sun is shining - students are playing on the quad;
Dumaine is your tour guide; you sit in on amazing
classes with provocative students, and by the end of
the day you've made your decision.
You don't stop reading the biogs when you
get to Bard.

If anything, you start to read them more.
The longer you're on campus, the more you can relate
to their posts-references to Kline, or Blithewood, or
a nameless professor whom you recognize simply
through the transcribed dialogue. One of the bloggers makes a parenthetical comment about workstudy employees (the ones that give you a hard time
when you ask them to do something they're being
paid to do), and you laugh because it's true, and wonder if maybe you both got the same girl on the phone.
Sometimes the posts aren't just quirky Bard
stories. You read a post about the first time one student realized that there was an "after Bard." The
unease described is only alleviated months later, when
the same student finds his' potential future occupation, not in his academic major, but in an extracurricular.
On the third of ovember, you read what
you know was written ';;n the verge of tears: a short,
punctuated post filled with hatred and fear and a deep
sense of rejection. You remember the last line like
your father remembers his draft number.
Imagine all this, and ask yourself why you're
reading these biogs.
Now for a moment imagine that you are
one of "these two student bloggers, and you don't
know me, and I don't really know you, except through
your writing. And you've read this and are unsure
whether it is a guilty confession, or a cautionary tale
about online privacy. It's neither.
It's a thank-you letter. Because in a situation like this I can't really thank either of you personally, or directly. And I wanted to say something
because I think it's important for you to know what
your writing is capable of, even when you're not really thinking about it as being capable of anything. So
thank you.
Your writings were not the reason I came to
Bard, but they helped. I continue to read them
because they continue to be great writing, and if
there's great writing out there I'm not going to ignore
it just because I'm not the intended audience.
However, I will not remain unapologetic about what
I'm sure is morally unsound.
To those two nameless student bloggers: I
apologize for breaching an unspoken code of privacy.
But that code remains unspoken, and your sites
remain very easily accessible, so please remain aware
of your potentially wide and unfamiliar audience. At
the same time, I thank you for making your blogs so
open and truthful. I was looking for honesty about
Bard on the internet, and I found it. Please forgive
me if I keep coming back for that same honesty.

Educating Hypocrites, continued from page 15
we commit? I'm planning to never miss my Econ
class again since I see it as a worthwhile investmtnt.
My professor, Andrew Pearlman, deserves a medal for
doing a fantastic job.
Economics has helped me see my education more as an investment: Bard College has given
me a deeper understanding of the world, but was this
worth $200,000? After five years I thank everyone
who has helped me become a better person and a better student, but Bard is far from perfect. The education we receive is not very practical. People go to
Down the Road and drop some shit on the floor and
they just keep walking. They don't even bother to
clean it up. "Tim is there," they say.Back at their table
you hear them talking about Marxism. Fucking hypocrites. How many times do you sit in class listening
to someone who didn't even read the book? That ·person should shut his or her mouth, get out of his or her
chair, go back to his or her room and come back prepared. Every time you feel like bullshitting remember
that other students' time equals money.
In The Man·iage of Heaven and Hell, by
William Blake, I read: "He who desires but acts not,
breeds pestilence." I wonder, what are my deepest
desires? The world is in a precarious condition. We
must help. Bard is giving us a few tools to go out
there and find ways to help the jellyfish back into the
sea. To understand the importance and extreme
urgency of helping those who are in need we must not
only read but also act. How should we go about achieving such a difficult task? First of all, I have been in
classes where fhe professor assigns so much reading
that by the time we get around to discussion that goes
beyond what was actually on the page, the time is
gone and nothing of importance has been said.
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Professors· should understand that sometimes students grasp concepts and ideas better when we discuss things in depth and not only superficially.
Explain the relevance of the material you are teaching. Assign less but make it more meaningful and
passionate. Reading a lot doesn't necessarily help us.
Looking at a text and seeing it from various angles
sometimes is more important and necessary.
Students also need. to understand the
importance and the privilege of being at Bard. We
must understand that most people in the world do
not have the opportunities we have. Only very few
people can afford higher education, which means a
good portion of us are extremely well off. It is a myth
that people at Bard come from different backgrounds
and that diversity exists. Diversity does not mean 50
Hispanics 20 blacks and 1200 whites. More than a
quarter of the freshmen class pays full tuition. We are
mostly exposed to suburban, middle-class, white students. How can we measure social segregation and
what impact does it have in our education? Educating
ourselves also means understanding, accepting and
respecting others. Let us break down the social barrier for the improvement of civilization.
As I said, Bard is far from perfect but we
are also part of Bard and we can help to make it better. Drop the cocaine, drop the expensive alcohol and
clothes, drop the SUVs, drop the useless spending,
but most importantly drop the hypocrisy (and wear a
condom). If we continue to act the way we do and if
we can't control our indiscrimmate consumption then
we are in for trouble. Helping th.e world should not
be seen as a charity gesture but as a duty that all of us
have to take· seriously since it will determine the
future of humanity. Open your mind and breathe.
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The New Emporia, continued from page 16
programs up his sleeve as well. During his tenure Wallace managed to provide food stamps and school lunches to both the rural and urban poor;
institute programs for land-use planning, soil conservation, and erosion
control; and promote research that would help deal with plant and animal
diseases, locate drought resistant-crops, and develop hybrid seeds. As a
result of Wallace's reforms, as historian Arthur Schlesiager stated in an
article in the Los Angeles Times (U March 2000), " ... fewer than 2% of
Americans are employed in farm occupations-and they produce more
than their grandfathers produced 70 years ago."
Ir was because of Wallace's admirable successes as Secretary of

Grab
.
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Guns at-Bard:A Debate
BY MONROE

ELLENBOGEN.

GENEVIEVE

LYNCH, AND JESSE MYERSON
Firstly, our fact checker wishes to register the following
two notes:
3% of all Bush supporters "rock ass."
12 of every 13 Jews e.xist.
On a subject related to neither of these facts, Pro£
Bill Mullen whose house has an apartment occupied by
the majestic and altogether existent, though gentile, Aamir
Bermiss went to school at the University of Texas. He
would one day go on to facilitate a FYSemSympo debate
entitled "Kant Contra Niecuche." Inspired by the inebriatingly adequate job the participants did with that subject,
the authors of this article decided to frame a similar, if
more relevant, debate: one on Guns (capitalization intended, for reasons which you may or may not make up on your
own). In Kant and Nietzsche's stead you will see "pro-gun"
and "anti-gun," though not in that order. Enjoy.
Part The First: Why guns are bad and unnecessary
It has recently come to my attention that the
Bard community desires an open dialogue on the administration's arms policy. My colleagues and I joke that, as
summertime nears, the real question on everyone's mind is
leg policy. Nonetheless, I hope this discourse serves to
provoke Bardians on campus and off to meditate on the
various meanings and implications-soci.oeconomic,
political, and personal:-0f weaponry (specifically, guns
and other firearms such as crossbows). That was my preamble. It will soon become clear that while fully matured,
adult citizens are capable of operating (discharging) guns,
Bard
little children are not. That is why guns at "you~"
College are a bad idea, start to finish. Recapitulated, guns
and kids.do not mix.
Now, forgive me for my mixed metaphor to close
my in.troductory paragraph, but this literary device is crucial to my poi"nt. My point is that kids do not know how
to use guns appropriately. That is,you can't trust kids with
guns. Now understand, this is a nuanced ideology I'm
streamlining for you, here. Numerous studies (into which
I will not fully endeavor for time's sake) have repeatedly
shown that younger age groups do not possess the level of
spatial and cognitive ability to correctly discharge a
£rearm weapon. According to Bard Firearms Studies
Major, Slippery Remus, "Between their low intelligence
test scores and, frankly, their wretched aim exemplified in
movies like City of God,children fail to pr en themselve
as worthy owners of the world's most powerful devices."
For the sake of specificity, I'll reveal the age groups of said
studies: 0-21, and 21-82. The signi.ficance of age in the
context of gun control polemics is no new idea. In his
2000 campaign for President, Mr. George W. Bush eloquently e.xpounded: "I think we ought to raise the age at
which juveniles can have a gun." Another fact of the matter is this: "While the number of people murdered in
South Africa since 1994 has actually declined, the number
of people killed by guns is increasing annually, from 41%
of all murders in 1994 to 49.3% in 2000 ... [and] in 2000,
an average of two youngsters a day [were killed by guns)".
Two a day is a familiar statistk in America, where the figure is the same. In fact, recent American srudies have
shown that kids are 16 times more likely to die in low guncontrol states (the south) than in gun-regulated areas (the
north). Additionally, 33% of these helpless victims are shot
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Agriculture that Roosevelt selected him to replace John Nance Gamer as
Vice President of the United States during Roosevelt's campaign for a
third term in 1940. Although FDR gave Vy'allace greater administrative
responsibilities than any Vice President before him, his unabashed social
Liberalism soon made it very difficult for him to have the same kind of
influence he had enjoyed as Secretary of Agriculture. Soon he found himself serving as an emissary to be used on foreign trips when the President
was unavailable, and it was here that disturbing signs became evident.
When he visited the Soviet Union in 1944, Wallace was easily fooled by
the Soviet efforts to turn the Magadan slave labor camp into a Potemkin
village, and believed in the good will of the Soviet government officials
without question. His opinions of Communist party efforts in other countries, including China, were equally indicative of a naive attitude and a tendency to unquestioningly trust the motives of those whose political goals
he felt he sympathized with. Thus, in 1944 Roosevelt, despite his personal affection for Wallace, felt it necessary to present the question as to
whether Wallace should remain on the ticket to the Democratic National
Convention. After great controversy and tumult, they decided to drop
Wallace and replaced him with Harry Truman, whose attractive qualities
included the fact that he had saved the government over S15 billion in
potential waste while serving as Chairman of the Committee to
Investigate the National Defense Program and, of course, that he was from
the swing state of Missouri.
But what if Henry Wallace hadn't been dropped? What if
Roosevelt had been reelected in 1944 with Wallace on the ticket, a development which would have elevated that man to the presidency on April
12,1945?
Such "what if" questions are impossible to answer conclusively,
but it is fair to say that the history of this country would have been substantially different. The thrust of our economic agenda probably wouldn't
have differed as much from that which Truman proposed, but on foreign
policy the whole paradigm of American policy would have been radically
altered. We know that Wallace continued his outspoken opposition to the
Roosevelt administration's hardline policies toward the Soviet Union during his post-Vice Presidential career. Therefore, a schism would have
almost certainly been formed within the Democratic Party between those
who supported a tougher stance on interna.tional Communist activities and
those who believed, with Wallace, that America should pursue friendship
with the USSR. Wallace's ideas favoring appeasement with the Soviet
Union would almost certainly have been taken advantage ofby a land-hungry Stalin, and it is quite possible that America would have lost a great deal
of ground in the Cold War before another, more moderate leader could
have fixed the damage. Needless to say, Wall.ace would have played easily
into the hands of right-wing demagogues LikeJoseph McCarthy, and the
damage that would have been done to the Democratic party as a consequence might have taken years to repair. Even Wallace's positive ideas, such
as his unequivocal support of equal rights for African-Americans and
women, would have been significantly set back because of their association
with the more unsavory aspects of Wallace's philosophy.
Either way, there are two undeniable lessons that can be learned
• as we reflect back on Franklin Roosevelt's passing 60 years ago. The significance of who the President chooses to serve as his Vice President is
demonstrated in the juxtaposition between a potential Wallace
Administration and the actual Administration of Harry Truman (who,
incidentally, was opposed in the 1948 presidential election by a Progressive
Party ticket that ran, you guessed it, Henry Wallace). On the other hand,
the fact remains that, regardless of who replaced him, the failure of the
Roosevelt Administration to disclose vital information regarding the
President's health to the American public deprived our country of one of
its basic democratic rights-the right to make a knowledgeable decision
regarding our leadership. The United States voted for Franklin Roosevelt
in 1944, and due to the deceptive behavior ofhis doctors and political advisors, wound up getting Harry Truman. That we were led in the crucial last
stages of World War II and the equally-crucial early stages of the Cold
War by a man like Harry Truman and not Henry Wallace is fortunate, but
sobering nonetheless. It reminds us of the questions that we must always
ask of those men who wish for us to bestow upon them democracy's greatest honor-the honor of the citizens' votes.

by their own peers, all but proving the fact that guns and
kids don't mix. Obviously, it is true.
The capstone (or maybe the corner stone) of my
argument is that Bard students are, for the most part, children. According to basic logic,.almost 70% of matriculated Bardians are under the age of 21. And since this means
they are children, well then they are children. Not to
invoke a Kantian argument, but that is the way it is. And
in closing, since they are children, they are not worthy of
guns. You can't trust kids with guns. That's all there is to it.
Part the Second: Why guns are good and necessary
Due to the nature of this debate, I feel it is imperative that I first define some terms before embarking on
my argument. Gun, for the purposes of this debate, will be
defined as a metallic, sometimes-black, thing that shoots
people and sometimes animals and beer cans and street
signs. Okay, so now that we all are agreed on the definition of gun I'd like to posit my argument: guns are so totally necessary on the Bard College campus.
While my opponent argues that children cannot
be trusted with guns, and I agree with this statement (sort
of), I feel that he is ignoring one glaring fact, and that is
that some kids on the campus will have guns, Like,no matter what, regardless of arms policy. So, not allowing guns
on campus is unfair to the kids who follow the rules and
don't bring a magnum to college with them. How are they
supposed to defend themselves against the kids who didn't listen to the rules and brought guns? Duh! It's Like,really simple.
Another thing I need to say is that kids are really
good at guns sometimes. Like sometimes they are better
than adults. The world is an amazing place through the
eyes of a child. The other day I saw a kid on TV and he
was in a rifle contest and he shot a triangle on a tree and
it was like 1000 feet away from him and he did it better
than his dad. My neighbor has a gun and it makes me feel
secure in my dorm because he can shoot predators.
Also some people need to be shot, it's Likenarural
selection but that is another story. Go Raptors!
Here is a picture of a gun:

Vote guns in '05.
Insofar as Bard is "A Place to Think," (from the
back of one of those "Shhh .. ." doorknob hang-y things)
the authors of this article are certain that the college would
formally endorse your going on from this reading to think
more about tl1e pressing issue at hand. Contrarily, insofar
as the college President is a liberal, (37% of whom, incidentally, "rock ass," our fact checker wishes to interject) it
may not. Either way, it is very much like Jonathan Kozol
wrote in Ordinary Resurrections:Children in the Years of
Hope: "Stephanie and Matthew are two of the nicest and
most honorable children I have ever known."

Socks In My Hair
BY REGINA

TELTSER

FACT: If you shove hard enough and have the aid of a
plastic hockey stick, a whiffle ball will fit up a person's
right nostril. Extricating it, however-well, that's a problem not as easily resolved. This is just one of the many
interesting little things I learned in Middle School. · As
something of an outsider all my life, I have regrettably
gotten into more than my fair share of scrapes. This his-tory has caused me to gain some interesting knowledge.
Some people have wondered why I was beaten up so
often. In hopes of providing some enlightenment, I offer
this telling reminiscence.
Reason why they beat me up# 15: the socks.
In 7th grade, for winter sports, I decided to sign
up for the swim team. I don't know if this was worse for
me or for the team. I tired easily and was always last to
finish. In meets, I swam the least and whichever race I
swam in, we lost. That was not the really embarrassing
thing that probably got me beaten up, though. What did
it, I think, were the socks.
Gym, for all 7th graders, was the last period of
the day. After getting out of the pool, I would have to go
into the locker room, dry off, change, and traverse all the
way across the large campus back to my homeroom to
pack up and catch the bus. For many, that's quick and easy
enough, but not for me. Not only was I naturally slow, but
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I was encumbered by the rather annoying and impractical
dress code that the school enforced. Now, anyone who has
ever had to quickly get dressed after getting out of a pool
will know that getting socks on wet feet is no simple task.
Much worse, however was that my hair would be wet, and
in keeping with my fabulous organizational skills, I would
not have an elastic on hand.
Since it was winter, and I didn't want my wet
hair dripping down my back and giving me pneumonia, I
solved my sock and hair problems by combining them.
After putting my shoes on sockless feet, I would take the
socks, tie them together to make one long rope-thing, and
tie my hair up with the socks. It was fairly common for
me to walk to my homeroom and pack up with socks in
my hair as though it was the norm. One day, my friend
Meg caught me sock-headed, and asked if I knew I had
socks in my hair. After I said yes, she asked why I was
wearing socks in my hair. When I cold her why, she
looked at me oddly, dug in her backpack and came up
with a scrunchy.
"Here, Reg," she said. "Use this. You can keep
it,just promise me you will never ever tie your hair up with
socks again."
I made the promise and tried to keep it, because
I did un~erstand. Bue occasionally, I can still be found
binding my moppish mane with hosiery. Sometimes, I
simply like the feel of socks in my hair. And I think I
always will.
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Red Sox TriumphantOn Opening Day
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Yankeeslose,YankeesLose, thaaaaa YankeesLose!
BY}IM CHAMBERS
•sometimes,you have a hard time believing that
bfJJeba/1
isjust a game.•-Bud Selig
"Ha.veJun, and win it, win it.• Dwight "Dewey•Evans tojohnny Damonprior to
Game1 of the 2004 WorldSeries

Its digits have been chanted like Om's in the
Bronx when the boys from Massachusetts Bay
come around, with hats and signs to match. But
Hallelujah we see better days, and as the climactic note to Strauss' Also SprachZarathustra
(You know, 2001:A Space Odyssey) hits with a
bang from the Pops' horns, a giant banner
dwarfs them all, giving us four new digits: 2004.
World Champions. The crowd detonates with-

April 11, 2005: I stroll down
Commonwealth Avenue from Cambridge on a
surprisingly cold day. Underneath Route Two
run the Back Bay Fens; wrappers, cans and discoloring provide a solid testament to the
Standells' Dirty Water ballad of Boston. If it is
winter, this stretch is quiet and unspectacular,
save for the apparent wealth of its residents and
their enviable townhouses. But today the cold
leaves no one at rest. A middle-aged man in a
navy cap in front of me remarks to his comrade
with a grin, "I wondah if they browt out Billy
Bucknah?"
The police in Kenmore don't seem
worried today; they are smiling and laughing
with one another. The men over the pike selling
tickets seem almost friendly. Above my grateful
brow stands a great mass of green, a most hal- ~@:/
lowed ground, and I take pleasure in an extra ~~·
chill with the rest of the crowd. Through the
gate on Yawkey way we pass, and here is every'
one as expected. The sausages stink up the air so it.<~
85.year.:.ofdfohnny
Pei/ry,received
a~
well, the Souvenir Store is impassable, and the
helmet man with programs croons away.Today .cha,mpionfhJp
ri7J.gt., st,aying
. .,..
the aisles are packed full, and I must.combat the
loyal
to
the
Red
for
64
years.
;
pushes to save my beloved franks.
·f...
'
We come to our seats, and a man old
enough to recall the strokes of number nine elation and the deep breath born some eight
smiles and gently shakes my hand, saying, decades and change ago is released once and for
"You're real cool, kid. Funny, a lot of tattoos. Sox all. Terry Francona receives the first ring, and
the whole team follows him to cheers. Derek
on your forearm, real cool."l revel in a compliLowe
returns, along with Dave Roberts, whose
ment from such a character, humbled. He sits
steal of second in the ALCS saved it all. The
down and slides a Papa Gino's pizza box around
his ribs for "extra insulation.'' His grown son rings conclude with a moving salute from an 85
year-old Johnny Pesky, who has sat faithfully
puts his arm around him.
Joe Castiglione, the radio voice of our with the Red Sox for 64 years. Theygavejohnny
team, takes the space behind home plate after a ring.I
Out of the catacombs within the
the Yankees finish batting practice, and begins
to announce the feat that we are poised to Monster emerges Bill Russell, who won 11 such
behold at last. The Boston Pops, musical pride banners with the Celtics, and endured many an
of town, take the field above 2nd, and one by epithet through his time. Next comes Bobby
one five ruby flags cover the vast emerald in left Orr, BobbyAhwww, the 1970s idol of the Hub
field, our Monstah, the row of five series won by on ice, dwarfed by the giant Russell. Behind
the pre-Ruth-sale title-town of Boston: 1903, him are two younger men, the consuls from our
1912, 1915, 1916, 1918. The last year, of course, still reigning gridiron dynasty, Patriots Richard
Seymour and Tedy Bruschi, the latter of whom
we have heard more of than any other year, and
the Treaty of Versailles has little to do with it. has undergone both a stroke and heart surgery
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in recent months. They throw out the first
pitches, and Francona embraces Bruschi with a
touching sincerity, his heart having faltered as
well this past week. After all is said and done,
the Boston Red Sox are Champions, and now
it is the opening of2005 at Fenway.The rosters ~~s,_
are introduced, and the Yankees booed with the
usual ferocity, save Mariano Rivera, who blew
two saves in the ALCS, and two saves last week
against Boston. He receives a standing ovation.
We ain't lost it.
The game commences as usual, and
maintains all the signs of any other such game
between these foes. Alex Rodriguez makes an
error, which is greeted by a cheer only a Grand
Slam could normally produce. Giambi and
Sheffield are jeered about the juice. The stands
chant "Papi" and "Manny" for our Dominican
batsmen.Tim Wakefield allows no earned runs,
and the Red Sox prevail 8-1 (Yankees lose,
Yankeeslose,thaaaaa Yankeeslose!- I'd love to
hear that.) It is a ballgame, a home opener, and
a sweet victory over rivals for a Red Sox fan, as
it would always be. There is no loss of intensity in the ballpark. Troublemakers are removed,
high fives given and bleacher fans play musical
chairs in the later innings. We still love our
Sawx, and we still give them all of our hope as
we did before. But one thing is different. When
Jeter stands on base, there is no more dark
cloud above us. The Prudential building is glistening, and the blessed Charles flows freely
beneath the Mass. Ave. bridge and its Smoots.
Teddy and Fisk and Yaz and Johnny and Bobby
and the old man with the Papa Gino's pizza
box have peace, and so do I.
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"Seeyou later tonight.•
.
"Damoncoming to the plate, and he can keep on
running to New York!"
"The Red Soxfaru game 7!"
"The Boston&d Sox have won thepennant!"
"Cedenostrikesout and the Red Sox win it 11-9. •
"The &d Sox are up two gamesto none.•
"'Fqulk.e
trying to end game three and doeson the
insidecomer.•
•Red Soxfans have longedto hear it. The Boston
Red Sox are world champions.I"
-Joe Buck (C.O. LoweSox, SoSH)

by Clare Connection

AriesCMarch
22-April20}
Gardening is a beautiful way to learn about
patience. You plant a seed, maybe water it a little, or play it a song on your harmonica, and
then have to wait a week or two before the first
delicate green parts come out of the dirt, and
maybe even months until there's a vegetable to
eat. As an Aries, I'm sure you find such waiting
difficult. It's in your nature to want to charge
ahead with your usual vigor as you begin to turn
those ideas you've Jield for so long into concrete
plans. But I urge you to be patient. Go slowly,
and give this new sense of self that is beginning
to form all the time it needs. As with a
seedling, there is always the potential for a vegetable, but you have to be able to wait for it and
give the plant the care it needs. lf you give your
plant enough attention, you could maybe grow
one of those giant tomatoes that win lots of ribbons at the state fair.

-
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Taurus (April 21-May 21}
My younger sister is a painter. Growing up, she
was always told by her painting teachers that
she used too much detail, and that she should
loosen her lines and look at the big picture
before looking at the minutiae in faces or settings. We went to Waldorf school as children,
and there we were encouraged to draw "emotions," to capture the feeling of say, a tree before
seeking to draw what we thought a tree looked
like. This was profoundly difficult for someone
as detail oriented as my sister to do. This week
Taurus, you are caught in a similar bind. Detail,
and especially visual detail, is increasingly

important to you, and you are ignoring the big
picture. But if in fact you truly "feel" that a tree,
rather than being a "big picture" is actually a
collection of tiny twigs and leaves and microscopic wood-eating insects, then I think you
should probably draw it that way. Sometimes,
like Mies van der Rohe always said, there is
profound truth jn the details.

Gemini(May 22-June21}
I've finally made it through two weeks of
absolute hell: stress, stress, stress. Now my visitor has gone, my tests are taken, and of course
my room is a gigantic mess, complete with an
ant infestation, dirty dishes, spilt whisky, and
clothes strewn everywhere. But I suppose now
that things have calmed down a bit, there is
time to clean up these layers of shit that have
accumulated for the past month or so while I've
been too busy to even notice them. I say this
not because I really want to talk about myself so
much as because I suspect that you, Gemini, are
in a similar situation. The good news is that
this week is the perfect time for you to focus on
cleaning up those misunderstandings from the
past, to finally cure that lingering illness, to
bei;ome more certain and move ahead with confidence and speed. You are the spring cleaner
this year. Do a good job at it, and stop by my
room if you ever run out of messes.
~Clune
22-July 23)
.
I found a snakeskin not too long ago. It was
huge, and freshly shed, and pretty slimy and
gross. A few minutes later though, as I contin-

ued my walk, I came across a very large and
beautiful snake. Looking at it, and remembering the empty skin, I made a mental comparison of the two: on the one hand the living
snake, on the other what was really the absence
of the snake, a reminder that the snake was now
elsewhere. I know the shedding skins comparison is cliche at best, but I have to make it anyway. This week for you, Cancer, is about discharging your temporary elements, learning
which parts of you are permanent. The sense of
order you will achieve from this mental exfoliation will reveal to you the beauty of organization, cleanliness, and unclogged pores.

M.Q..<Iu.J.v
24-Au~st 23}
Someone recently suggested to me that the sole
purpose of human consciousness is to allow the
universe to see itself; that we are just the universe's eyes. Thinking about why this would be,
I decided that there is no way for the universe
to look at itself. It needs first to objectify itself,
to make itself its own object oflooking, the way
that you have to see a wave from the shore and
not from the ocean in order to really understand what a wave is. And since we are both in
the universe and yet can see ourselves apart
from it, we are able to achieve this process of
looking. I find this idea oddly beautiful, and an
apt metaphor for the Leo's task this week. To
understand what is happening to you, you need
to look at it from outside, to create a pair of
mobile eyesthat can see yourself for yoursel£ I
suggest spending as much time as possible outdoors, gazing into the distance. Maybe the

landscape will help you to objectify your own
distances in order to realize how far you've traveled.

Virgo<Au~st24-Sept.23)
Did you know that the creator of Lucky
Charms cereal was killed in a car crash along
with his wife in August of 2000, two days
before his daughter died of cancer? A bit ironic (don't you think). I guess those charms
weren't so lucky after all. But don't let that deter
you from believing, because this week you need
to trust in all the lucky charms that come your
way. There is no time for you to question these
objects, events, or people: you need to take
imaginative advantage of every potentially
lucky situation that arises. Give your rabbit's
foot a little extra rub, make sure your horseshoe
is right side up, and have faith that things will
work out for the best.
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
The dove is an interesting symbol. Leaving
a~ide the whole Holy Spirit thing, I'd like to
look at the way it symbolizes for us things like
love, peace, and intimacy. Doves mate for life,
which is why they've come to represent fidelity.
They were also the favorite birds of Venus. The
thing is, under the sign of the dove, even lust
becomes sanctified in a way, purified of all its
"immoral" connotations. As in the case of
Venus herself, sexuality becomes "divine" when
it is given the form of a dove. I know you are
waiting for me to tell you that you are like a
dove this week Libra, and you're right. You are

Continued on page 19
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Horoscopes,continuedfrom page 18
currently in the process of blessing all your
powers of love and lust and of equating these
powers with your own sense of peace.

Scoi:pio(Oct.24-Nov.22)
I recently found out about a new and exciting
means of procrastination. It's called paperdollheaven.com, where you get to dress up/give
makeovers to a paper doll version of all your
favorite celebrities. It's a brilliant way to distract myself from the stress of having oh-somuch work to do. I mention this because,
Scorpio, this week is going to be about work
and distractions, or rather distractions from
work. Fortunately, although. you may be dropping balls all over the place, you are still replete
with your usual optimism, and there will always
be someone nearby who is \Villing to pick up
your dropped balls or clean up the mess you
make as you try to dissuade yourself from working (ask any Gemini for example). So have no
fear, but continue to cheerfully go about the
business of ignoring your busy-ness, and soon (I
promise) your laser-like focus will return.

Sagittarius(Nov,23-Dec.22)
When I was little I used to love stories where

:G

the heroine would sit really still, birds would
come and land on her shoulders, and little creatures would come out of the woods to eat crackers from her hands. This week, my Sagittarians,
more than ever before we need the sort of
unconditional love that comes from woodland
creatures, and we need more than ever before to
dole out this same unconditional love in mass
quantities. This week is about over the top
kindness and generosity in both directions.
And there is a gentle, real feeling of something
beautiful arriving, like a little bird coming to
land on your shoulder. Be observant and still,
and see what comes. That sound in the bushes
could even be a unicorn.
Capricorn <Dec 23-Tan. 21)

In the Japanese practice of ceramics, the process
of making, say, a tea bowl is equally important
as the form that tea bowl finally takes. The
wabi-sabi aesthetic, naming as beautiful that
which is imperfect, reveals the marks of this
process: a potter's thumbprint in the glaze, a
drip, the mark of the knife used to carve out the
foot, or a wobble in the wheel. Your life seems
to be swirling around you this week, as dizzying
as a potter's wheel. It may seem that there are a

lot of flaws right now, but keep in mind that life
too is a process, and read The Unknown
Craftsman by Soetsu Yanagi: "What is the
nature of beauty? One may sense in it the essential rhythms of human life, in their most
unadorned form, appearing in constantly undulating curves. They are the spontaneous pulsations of life, recalling the natural rhythms of the
winds that blow, the streams that flow and
clouds that rise in the air."
Aquarius (Jan. 22-Feb. 19)
I once wrote a paper on the Medieval romance
"The Qiest for the Holy Grail." This came to
mind when I was thinking about you, Aquarius,
because the thesis of the paper had something
to do with the portrayal of King Arthur's
Kingdom in the book as an allegory for the
inner world of the characters. Every path, every
person encountered on the quest, referred not to
the temporal order, but to a higher, spiritual
order. It seems that for the Aquarian, the world
is taking on a similar aspect: it's not just a setting, but a system of signs created just for you,
leading you somewhere, telling you secrets no
one else can understand. I suggest that you
accept the direction these signs are giving you,

believe in them, and be grateful for their existence.
Pisces {Feb. 20-March 20}
While the President was threatening to
"smoke" bin Laden and his followers out of
their caves, and the Vice President was hiding
out, possibly in an underground bunker, I was
thinking about the caves themselves and about
what they stood for, as historically and mythologically significant places. A cave.is associated
with life and death, creation and destruction,
light and dark. A womb is a cave. So is Hades.
Plato's cave represented ignorance and illusion.
These days however, the cave (especially in the
above example) generally enters rhetoric as representing the dwelling place of evil. This week
Pisces, you will be exploring caves (it's called
spelunking), mental, emotional, and possibly
literal as well. Think about the feminine, the
primitive, the occult, dreams, nightmares, and
visions. Explore your own darkness, and the
exotic mysteries that lie in the opposition
between good and evil.
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"Jeremy,
isthat you?Why,I
haven'tseenyousince
...Well,
since
I ranoffwithyourgirlfriend,
I suppose
...

wen
...Thisisawkward."
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